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BRUSSELS ASSERTS FORTS IN

The occupation of the town of Ltege
by the German troops has not had the

slightest Influence on the strategic
situation. It is declared that so long
as the ring of the forts around Liege
remain intact, as it sdll is, the guns
command three of the principal roads
by which the German army can ad
vance. This, It is pointed out, makes
it Impossible for the Germans, under
the present circumstances, to receive
supplies or ammunition.
j
A telegram from Charlerio, Belgium,
on
Sunto the Daily Mail, dispatched
day night, says a force of French
ft
troops arrived in time to participate
in a fine success of General Leman's
Belgian victory over the German
The corre
Troops investing Liege.
spondent adds:
FINANCIAL OUTLOOK
"The French succeeded in reaching
AT
CEASE
ADVANCE
ODBTHE
GERMAN TROOPS
the town of Liege, and working behind
SOMEWHAT IMPROVED
the Germans, cut orf their retreat.
"The Germans are said to have tost
8,000 killed and wounded, while 1.700 GOVERNMENT ORDERS A LARGE
British Military Authorities Rush Canadian Troops and Big Guns of them were captured. I give the
SILVER PURCHASE FOR SUBfigures under reserve."
to Quebec With all Possible Speed Cruiser of Kaiser Coals
SIDIARY COIN
The
ambassador
at San Juan, Porto Rico, and Leaves at Night With Ail
was still in London today and the Brit- New York, Aug. 10 The deadlock
Lights Out Switzerland Declares Martial Law
to in the financial district continued to- sh government seems disposed
leaev the Initiative to Austria-Hungar- y
&ay although surface conditions point
iu the question as to whether war Is
to be declared between the two coun-tiie- ed to Increased confidence.
Official reports from France give no definite details of the strength
There was some activity In the silof the French in Alsace near the Swiss frontier where General J of free is
ver
market today, because of a
The delay of the French government
believed to be in command.
Austrian troops have been hurried there to
tKe'ald of the Germans and an important battle Is believed to be Imminent. ' iff asking 'AitsM'rfttgarjr todecrare
their intentions Is understood In Lon- f2,000,000 to be made into subsidiary
Indications are that another forward movement of the main French
don to have been due to the fact that coin. The price paid was 52 cents an
force is in preparation near Metz, as official reports from Paris say-th- e
the French fleet In he Mediterranean ounce.
German troops have Inundated the Seille valley, between Metz and Nancy,
From a reliable source It was learn
was engaged In conveying Algerian
to hinder the French advance, but the quantity of water is understood to
ed
that $50,000,000 of the contracts
troops to France. France therefore
be Insufficient to prevent the French forward movement.
was not ready to cope with the situa outstanding when the exchange closed
had been cleared; that Is to say, de- Aside from the flanking movement through Belgium by which the
tion In case the reply of Austria-Hu- n
French assume the German army was trying to get to Hie rear of the gary proved unsatisfactory, but, on the liveries to that amount had been ac
This amount, it is believed,
of cepted.
great French fortresses on the frontier, indications were today that a completion of the transportation
about half the total of the
represents
on
be
to
Is
made
France by way of Luxemburg.
French troops yesterday, the note of
strong German advance
last day's business and leaves the
was
to
Austroaddresses
the
inquiry
A German reconnoitering patrol has penetrated 47 miles into French
members of the exchange in a strong
Hungarian ambassador In Paris.
territory.
position', their loans having been re
to
The North sea was again closed
The London Daily Telegraph's Brussels correspondent says that Gerduced prosortionately.
the fishing fleet today. The harbor
many Is mobilizing 1,000,000 of the Landstrum, or final, reserve.
master at Scarborough received a
.'
Numerous skirmishes are recorded along the Franco-Germafrontier,
message from the admiralty Instruct
nenev however, very serious,
ing him to tell the masters of fishing LINER CHASED BY
The French troops are reported in Paris to have seized a German vessels not to go out until further no
,
tice.
aeroplane factory at Muelhausen.
The French ambassador at Vienna
German troops occupy the town of Liege, but not the surrounding
has asked for his passports, accordforttf, which were still holding out today, according to Belgian reports.
ing to the London Daily Graphic.
A lull in the fighting was announced from Brussels, which city exMINNETONKA, ATLANTIC TRANSpects that the next clash will occur when the allied forces have completed
German Troops on Russian Frontier
PORT, PERSUED AT NIGHT
plans to take the offensive against the German troops.
10. The regSt.
Aug.
BUT REACHES PORT
Petersburg,
Brussels reports the German cavnlry racing before the French adular troops of the German army, who
vance.
hitherto had been scattered In small
New York, Aug. 10, The captain
The German cruisers Goeben'and Breslau have evaded their British dt tachments
along the frontier, are of the Atlantic transport liner Minne- and French pursuers and have arrived in the Adriatic. An 'Austrian fleet new
concentrating near the Russian tonka, in today from London with 127
was reported proceeding from Pola to succor them.
border In brigades, composed of two cabin passengers, reported that his
Paris reports that Austrian troops have fallen back before the Seror three regiments each, all In readi- ship had been chased by. a war vessel
vians in the Bosnian frontier.
ness to take the field. The positions from a point s me distance east of
in
the border villages have been oc- Nantucket light ship to nearly within
the
fortifications
at
Austrian
the
bombardsd
Montenegrin artillery
cupied by units of cavalry and in- sight of land.
port of Cattaroiy.
The Minnetonka flies the British
Austrian cruiser bombarded Antivari, Montenegro.
fantry of the German army reserve.
occurencounters
When the pursuing
No
have
serious
flag.
warship.
A small group of German soldleis who sought refugee on Dutch terwhose Identity could not be made out,
but
frontier
on
the
red
yet
frequent
to
are
detained
at
be
Alkmaar, Holland, till the end of the war.
ritory
skirmishes between outposts are re- was sighted the liner put oh ful
Ships reaching New York today report hearing wireless messages
while German military aero- speed. At nightfall, with the craft
ported,
that the North German Lloyd steamer Kron Prlnz Wllhelm had been capfly daily in the direction of still following, all the lights on the
planes
tured by the British cruiser Essex In the north Atlantic.
By dayKovno, capital of the Russian pro- liner were extinguished.
of the Paris where Inquiries made by the vince of the same name which, has light the warship was out of sight.
Paris, Aug.
Not far off the coast of the United
famous Turcoa or native troops from families of the soldiers will be an an outlet on the Baltic.
States the Minnetonka was In com
the French colony of Algeria pene- swered.
munication, with British cruiser Essex,
Switzerland Under Martial Law
Americans in Detenue
trated upper Alsace today.
Some Americans have suffered arWashington, Aug. 10. Charge Hueb-scli- which asked if any German cruisers
The Turcoa who penetrated Alsace
.,
of the Swiss legation notified had been sighted.,
today are Arabs, recruited In Algeria rest owing to not being in possession
In midocean the Minnetonka was
where they are almost constantly oa of official permission to remain In the state department that martial law
active service In the southern provin- Paris. Among them was Miss Edith has been declared in Swizerland. Both in wireless communication with the
ces agalnt the roving tribes of Arab reabody, believed to be from Boston, French and German troops are menao-injrth- e British, cruiser Drake. On Saturday
integrity of Switzerland with the liner passed at a distance two
horsemen who continually harass the Mass., who was taken Into custody
French troops. Half their officers are while she was casually roaming around their operations In the vicinity of Ba- American war vessels bound east.
sel, which lies close to Mulhausen, re- They were believed to have been the
Frenchmen and the other half rise the fortifications.
As she had no documents on her to ported captured by the French. The Tennessee and North. Carolina.
from the ranks of the natives. They
and prove her Identity she was kept In a charge stated that activities so near
are remarkable sharpshooters
SONS OF HERMANN MEET
showed great bravery In the Crimean cell for a short time but was then the Swiss border have made it necesto
to
Franco-PrussiaImmeto
resist
Invasion.
sary
released upon promising
prepare
Calumet, Mich., Aug. 10. The an
war as well as In the
go
state convention, of Hermann's
nual
to
the
war of 1S70-7of
police
commissary
diately
Sons, ono of the oldest fraternal or
In order to preevnt the German army and obtain a permit
Anxiety Felt for Rainbow
Ottawa, Ontario, Aug. 10. Canadian ders in America, was opened here to
etuff obtaining an Inkling of the movenaval officials were uneasy today be day and will continue in session until
ments of French troops the French
Liege Fcy-t- s Still Resisting
London, Augv 10. Messages receiv cause the cruiser Rainbow has '3ot Thursday. Delegates representing lo-government has forbidden the publica-ntio- n
of casualty lists. A special of- ed here today In official quarters from been heard, from since leaving San eal lodges in many parts of Michigan
are in attendance.
(Continued From Page Four.)
fice Is to be opened in the center of the Belgian general staff assert that
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MEMBERS OF THE CABlNfcT ANU
COMMIT- CONGRESSIONAL
f

TEES ATTENDED

I

Washington, Aug. 10. Funeral serv
ices for Mrs. Woodrow Wilson wer
held in the east room of the Whlta
House at 2 o'clock this afternoon, af
ter which, her body was taken on a
OF COMMERCE tspfxiial train for Rome, Ga., for burial
beside those of her father and mother.
Prayers were said and a simple, brief
JAMES A. FARRELL TELLS ASSO- funeral service wae conducted In the
CIATES CONDITIONS THAT
presence of a Bmall company' to which
CONFRONT COUNTRY
the committees of congress and mem
bers of the cabinet were the only onea
New York, Aug. 10. James A. Far-rel- l, admitted beside the family.
Mrs. Wilson's body lay In the roca
president of the United States
steel corporation and clminnnn of th-- iu which she died on the second fk- r
Jfational Foreign Trade council, organ- of the executive mansion until
hour before the services, and then i
ized to consider commercial problems
wds taken down to the east ror:i
arising from the war, said before callflowers from many foTk in
lr,K- meeting ..of, the Coiuu i! Jo order waljiof.'ij'e wftm.lmii'.U
a'.jiiit '
today that until the United States the high, ceiling. . A quiet crowd gathcould get merchant ships her indus-rie- s ered outside the White HouBe gates.
The Rev. J. H. Taylor, at whosa
would not be able to take advantchurch the president has attended
age of the increased foreign demand
opened the services with, scriptural
for American products. The council readings and then the Rev.
Sylvester
was prepared to receive a report from Peach of Princeton, N. J., began pray-tr- s.
a special committee on measures of
There was no music.
relief and to appoint a committee to
There were no honorary pall bearattend the conference of shipping and ers. A group of White House attendbanking interests called by Secretary ants wbo have been on duty there for
McAdoo to meet In Washington on many years, were honored
by being
Friday.
chosen to bear the casket
Chairs were placed before the casket for the president and family.
them sat the senators; in the
BRITISH CRUISER
third row the representatives, anil
behind them the White House em-

CONSTITUTIONALISTS

CONFER ON DEADLOCK

ATTACK MAZATLAN
FIERCE
FIGHTING IN TRENCHES
BEHIND
HALF BURIED
DEAD

n

n

PASSES

FLORAL TRIBUTES EXPRESSIVE

North Sea Again Closed to Fishing Fleet in
Anticipation of Sea Fight.

Austro-Hungaria-

;

On Board United States Ship California, Aug. 9. (by wireless to San
Diego, Calif., Aug. 10.) A general attack upon Mazatlan was ordered to-

j

night by General Iturbe, commander
of the Investing constitutionalists.

th outer Uub
of defenses, the besieging forces advanced to the earthworks on the edge
of the city.
Fierce
fighting occur
red, in the tenches, which, filled with
Jtad only partially buried, cover tho
approach to the city's main fortifications. Indians aiding the constitutionalists used their knives with sanguinary effect The federal gunboat Guerrero aided the garrison by shelling the
position of the besiegers.
hand-to-han-

j

--

d

Government .Transferred Soon
Mexico City, Aug. 10. A high offi
cial of the Mexican government who
requested not to be quoted, said today
that the transfer of the federal power
in Mexico from Provisional President

Tie-hi- nd

TAKES RICH PRIZE When
Carbajal, to the constitutionalists
the benediction was said all
would be made peacefully within the
tha company rose while the president
next 60 hours.
withdrew
KRON PRINZ WILHELM REPORT- and the other mourners
The official added that Provisional
from the east room. The services ha
ED CAPTURED BY ESSEX AND
President Carbajal would Issue a pro
taken abcut half an hour.
r
TAKEN TO BERMUOA
clamation late today to the inhabitants
The members of the cabinet, all ot
of the federal capitol giving details
were accompanied by their
two
New York, Aug. 10. From
of the government's plan for the trans sources
with the exception of STecre-tfccame
a report to New
today
fer.
Houston, left. Mrs. Houston was
York that the North German Lloyd
The plans Include the transfer of liner Kron Prinz Wilhelm had been 111 and unable to attend. The cablaoS
power from Carbajal to Francisco captured by the British cruiser Essex olficers did not "go to the railway staEduardo Iturbide, governor of the fed- and taken to Bermuda as a prize. The tion and neither did the committees
who filed In twos and
eral district. Carbajal will go to liner Nariagansett
reported having 0t congress
out8lde the White Housa
Vera' Crtiz and Governor Iturbide win
a wireless message to this
turn over the government to General feet and the manager of the Royal 'pounds.
Tne casket was placed in the hears
Obregon now In.Tule with 25,000 jrin. Mail steam nacket. whose shins run
the veteran White House police
by
to Bermuda, said he had heard a simmen, while the president
and his
ilar report
The report was triven some cred-- 1 daighters entered closed carriages aa l
SEVERAL COUNTRIES
procession to the railway station
ence here in view of the announce-jtn- e
ment by the Canadian government ejsin. Along the route silent crowds
ACKNOWLEDGE OFFER made at Ottawa last night ,That the 1'ned the streets, men uncovered their
Essex had advised the Bermuda sta- heads, many women wiping away tears
tion
that she was bringing in a prize. a? 4he cortege passed on. All thd
RENATIONS
FOUR EUROPEAN
name of the captured vessel was government offices were closed, alThe
CEIVE MESSAGE OF MEDIAnot disclosed In the governrment's an- though shop keepers did not suspend
TION AND REPLY
business. The body was placed aboaril
nouncement
tho funeral car and the president and
10. Secretary
,
,
Washington, Aug.
his
daughters returned to the White
Bryan announced today that he had 'I muda and Halifax.
House
to return to the station just beThe
message
.
received acknowledgement of Presi- ..
.r
wmi-i- i
is bhio. to fore the departure of the train a littlo
xiib ivurragtiiiHeu
more than an, hour later. The floral
have intercepted reads as follows:
from Austria-HungarFrance, Great)
tribute filled one carriage entirely.
in
Kronz
Wilhelm
prinz
"Bringing
i
Britain and Russia.
a
at
Both house of congress were in reprize."
Mr. Bryan declined to indicate the.
The manager of the Royal Mail cess until two, and orders bad been
nature of any of the responses but it steam
i
packet said he had every rear Issued that all government
departwas stated they were simply ac-- i son
believe the report was true. ment? be closed at 1 o'clock today.
to
I
knowledgements..
He would not say where he had heard and tOL,orrow aftternocm. All flacs en
The state department is continuing! it, but H was believed
that the British public buildings and private homes
Its efforts for the releace of Mr. and
consul was his authority.
and 6tores were at half mast
Mrs. Archer M. Huntington, of New
Rigorous censorship is being en- - The trip to Rome, Ga, where Mr.
in
York under arrest
Nueremburg. forced in Bermuda and no confirma - Wilson
will be buried late Tup.ny
j
The state department has been in
tion of the report could be obta'ned afternoon beside her mother and f.tt'r- formed that Sweden's attitude will be
iConttuKod on Pane Five)
neutral.
(Continued on rare Four)
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is proving a magnet to all economical shoppers, and it
really couldn't be otherwise with the extraordinary rah
ues we are ottering. This sale continues until Friday
night, but come early and get the cream of the offerings

SILK SALE
Wash Silks for waists, etc., in a variety of striped
patterns, Regular price 60c yd. NOW yd
18 in.

0

Jg
90
(SJ QQ

striped Messalines in greys, tans, blues, browns,
and white. Regular price 75c d. NOW yd
Foulard Dress Patterns, in several colors, that
sold regular at $12.30. Only afew left

at

.

53.50 to $4.50 PUMPS

$1.50

This
This lot comprises all broken lines from the season's selling.
snoes
ior
these
of
two
high
grade
to
pairs
get
is a chance
&!
the price of one.

il

i

75c to $1.25 Dressing

$1.50 Lawn Kimonas

sacques. 48c
Come

50c

in figured lawns and

Swisses. All sizes.
to
NOW each

Made of figured lawn, neatly
trimmed, all sizes. . Regular
price $1.50 each.
NOW, each

Regular

11.25

75c

....

$3 to $4 Tub Silk Waists

W0 Onyx Hose

solid

Santa Fe, Aug. 10. Assistant Su
perintendent of Public Instruction Fil
adelfo Baca who has returned from his
first trip to eastern New Mexico, marveled at the energy of Mrs. Culberson,
superintendent of Roosevelt county,
who despite her advanced years
one of the most energetic educational
workers in the state. Her institute at
rnrtales has the phenomental enroll
ment of 125 and she Is up and at it
early in the morning and keeps working all day along even making evening addresses.
Mr. Baca says that the apparent
prosperity of eastern New Mexico la a
revelation to him. Grass on the range
is four to five feet high, cattle are
fal and crops are fine. At Clovis, Mr.
Baca found 40 teachers attending the
institute. At Carlsbad there were 46
and every one of them Is trying for a
first or second grade certificate, none
of them for third grade.
At the Portales educational rally, a
moving picture machine filmed the
meeting for the Saa Diego exposition.
Mr. Baca spoke on "Education," and
addresses were also delivered by State
Senator J. A. Evans,' and Mr. Crile of
Roswell. In the afternoon there was
an educational procession and picnic
on the lawn in front of the court
house. Mr. Baca concluded his trip at
Mountainair where he joined the other
officials of the department of

.

BRIDGE CARPENTER KILLED
Logan, N. M., Aug. 10 M. Wlllig,
work
a bridge carpenter, while at
on the Canadian bridge, was killed by

falling from the structure. To save
a walk of 400 feet, Willig threw a Jack
from the bridge and lost his balance
and fell to the ground breaking his
neck and right leg. He was active
in the Masonic lodge.
RAILROAD SUED FOR DAMAGES
Santa Fe, Aug. 10. The El Paso and

Southwestern railroad has been sued
by J. A. Ankenbauer, a switchman
for $25,000 damages. While riding on

the running board of a switch engine
in Otero county, Ankenbauer was
thrown off and dragged, according to
his allegations, and was severely in
jured.

ff

Gown Designed to Lengthen

M

B

Stout Figure

35c Gauze Lisle Vests
17c

05c to $1.00 Onyx Hose of fine

35c Gauze Lisle Vests either la
trimmed or plain. Buy them
now for

tf

Jl

17c

23c

ART GOODS
LOT

RULES FOR SAVING
for everything.
cash
Pay
Do your own buying and marketing
Be careful in your selection of food
Study out at the beginning of the
week. Just how much you can spend
that week.
Manage your own household; do not
leave it to the servants.
Figure out a system of utilizing all
materials; even the left overs from
a meal can be made into something
the next day.
Do not regard the system of econ
omy as a burden, but as a pleasure
and a duty.

colora.

23c
lisle, in black, tan, and white.
Silk thread embroidered,

Quick Cur for Diarrhoea
The most prompt and effectual cure
for diarrhoea is Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. When
given as soon as the first unnatural
looseness of the bowels appear one
dose is nearly always sufficient to ef
fect a cure. It should be kept at
hand ready for Instant use. For sale
by all dealers. AdT.

$1,50

A nice variety of these in striped Wash Silks and
42.
High and low neck styles, all sizes 34 to
Regular $3.00 to $4.00. NOW

65c to

FINDS MUCH TO EN
COURAGE FROM LABORS OF
MRS. CULBERSON

EDUCATOR

Red Letter Sale

24 in.

MEXICO

MONDAY. AUGUST

f- -

A7n

wit-

f

i

Stamped linen centers, squaquares, tray cloths, and 0
scarfs. Regular price 75c to $1.00. NOW
'I
LOT 2
Stamped linen centers, scarfsl, tray cloths, doilies,
and pillow tops. Regular price 40c to 65c. NOW

J3r
Qf
2$JV

LOT 3

Stamped Art goods in pillow tops, belts, shoe bags,
and whisk broom holders, worth to 35c. NOW

Black Satin Flounces

Neckwear at

fl

LESS THAN HALF

Made of good grade black satine.
Some are accordeon pleated,
others gathered tucks.
$1.25

65c

J0

Jabots, Collar and Cuff Sets,
collars, etc., regular 25c to 60c
Now

V

c

-

vAUy

,

Kind Now 50c
Kind Now 23c

25c to 75c Infants' Lawn
Caps, 19c
Made of good quality lawn, trimmed with tucks and laces. Now

25c Stationery

12

l2c

Royal Irish linen paper with
envelopes to match, in fancy
boxes, 2 for

s

Is

"

?

r.

i
1

19c
JUBILEE
Great Falls, Mont., Aug. 10. Great
Falls today entered upon a week of
festivities in celebration of the fiftieth
anniversary of the organization of
Montana territory and twenty-fiftanniversary of the admission of the
elate to the union. Saturday saw the
which
conclusion of preparations
have been going forward for many
months. The local supply of flags,
bunting and other materials used for
decorations Is practically exhausted
Streets, public buildings, business
houses and residences In all parts of
the city are resplendant in the national colors. Handsome arches span the
intersection of the leading thoroughfares. This morning's trains brought
the advance guard of an army of visitors that is expected here for the
celebration. Special trains are to be
run from every section of the state.
The governor of Montana and the executives of the neighboring states, together with railroad presidents and
other leaders in the industrial world,
art to take part in the program, in
addition to a series of elaborate parades and pageants, historical exercises, outdoor sports and other features,
MONTANA'S

GOLDEN

h

blue and black divide
AFTER all,themselves
the distinction
there will be held during the week n
number of conventions and conferen of being the most elegant of colors
ces to discuss good roads and other for an afternoon gown, and therefore
they form the choice of a majority of
matters relating to the welfare and women
who find one really good
development of this section of the
gown a season sufficient for their
needs. And "visiting gown" is to be
country.
construed as meaning a gown in which
W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought to call or to receive calls. The deep,
clear shades of blue "true blue" are
Foley Kidney Pills. for Mrs. Halfacre,
to every complexion.
who was down on her back with kid- - becoming
A stunning afternoon gown is shown
r.f ys so sore he had to help her move. here from a French
designer who
He says, "She would cry with pain keeps to conservative and refined
across her kidneys, but after she took styles. It Is cleverly planned to add
the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pills, the effect of slenderness and height
she was as well and strong as ever." to the figure. The waist line at the
back is normal and a downward dip
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
of the belt at the front makes the
Co Adv.
waist look small.
The drapery in the skirt is placed
very low and the material hangs withMINE CLOSED DOWN
All the
Santa Fe, Aug. 10. That the Euro- out fulness over the hips.
curves which characterize the
sharp
pean war already affects New Mexico stout figure are softened in this model.
industries was demonstrated this week The two
graduated and shaped
by the closing don of the Eight Five flounces are splendidly effective for
mine at Lordsburg, throwing 200 men this purpose and also take the place
tunic.
out of work. The mine closed because of the
The bodice is slightly bloused and
the war had stopped the demand for
plain, as it should be to carry
copper from Europe which takes 60 very
off the vest of handsome brocade.
per cent of the copper produced in the This vest is the feature of the gown
United States. .
and is to be more or less gorgeous,
not too tame in any case. For a bit
of real finery, a touch of Bplendor, is
Subscribe for The OyU.

vIb-itln- g

much-admire- d

properly a part of the visiting gown
Buttons (covered with the brocade)
and button-hole- s
are used for fasten
ings at the front. A double frill of
narrow lace, extends from the dainty
turnover collar, which it edges, to the
waistline. There is a plain turnover
collar of the fabric; it is noticeable
that the collars are not wired and
Baring, which is so much the vogue
Just now, because, for the stout worn
an, this style is better followed "in the
breach than the observance."
The skirt, drawn in about the feet
by the drapery, is cut sufficiently wide
for a free step. The flounces have a
hemstitch finish at the edges.
The
tall turban worn
with this gown foreshadows the modes
of fall and is worth studying.
The
shape is very graceful and very simply
trimmed. It is of
straw,
trimmed with narrow moire ribbon!
with a brush of fancy feathers stand'
ing up at the back. It looks like, or
rather it suggests, the glengarry cap
In effect. The ribbon is tied in small
flat double bows at the front, back
and sides, which lie flat to the coronet.
The "brush" is finished with a tuft
of feathers which conceal Its fasten
ing to the hat Such a turban adds
length to the figure of Us wearer.
A gown of this character is very use
ful, being suited to almost any affair
that calls for dress that is somewhat
formal.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
close-fittin-

g
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NOMINATION CONTEST
Woman's Duty to Herself
accommodations that are saving this supplies of raw materials, as they pro
be
Norristown,
Pa., Aug. 10. The
will
their
trade
al
will,
export
Every woman owes It to herself to
bably
country from panic and materially
begun by Congressman Robert E. eep in good health. No one can
leviating the stress abroad. What seriously disturbed. This will greatly
Difenderfer
cotton
against Harry H. Grim for reasonably be expected to maintain
of
American
ever the misdeeds of the past, today stimulate
export
those who manage our leading finan goods, and at the same time check our the democratic congressional nomina a cheerful disposition when half sick.
cial institutions are showing a fine imports of woolens. The inevitable re tion in the Eighth district will be Indigestion and constipation are two
ability and a splendid courage in duction of imports at large, through taken up in court here tomorrow. of the most common ills to which womAfter listening to the evidence the en are subject and
meeting the grave situation. Not only impaired buying power on both Bides
fortunately are
our financial machinery has been put of the water, is sure to dlminsh our court Is expected to render decisions easily cured. Mrs. H. C. Getty, Inin shape to meet almost any contin national revenue, the total from duties on the questions of granting a general diana, Pa., writes, "Last summer I
gency, but important aid has been alone amounting to about $325,000,000 review of the vote cast at ,the May was advised by a friend to try Chamrendered to European bankers, reliev per year, or not far from half our total primaries, as well as on the petition berlain's Tablets for indigestion and
MOST SERIOUS EFFECT OF WAR
ing them, of considerable of their ob revenue. Already there is talk of an filed by Grim's attorneys to quash the constipation. This medicine not only
ON AMERICA IS SUSPENSION
cured me of these disorders but toned
ligations to this side. Foreign' banks increase in the income tax to offset whole proceedings.
OF TRAFFIC
often finance the moving of some of this expected loss..
up my whole system so that my health
$100 Reward, $100
our crops, cotton for instance; but in
In spite of all the horrors and the
has been better than for years since
The readers of this paper will be
New York, Aug. 10. The crista of this case by relieving them we have chaos which this war will bring, there
taking them." For sale by all deal
pleased to learn that there is at least era. Adr.
the age is on, and the worst is prob- helped ourselves as well as Europe. are offsets and hopes upon which our one
dreaded disease that science has
ably appreciated. The result must In all departments of business there is gaze should1 be steadfastly set What- been able to cure In all
its stages, and STEREOPTICON SLIDES FOR FAIR
which ever nation succeeds, the end of ex
now be left to the arbitrament of a growing spirit or
arms. Great Britain's entry Into the should be generously enlarged until cessive militarism is at hand. Though that is Catarrh. Hall s Catarrh Cure
Santa Fe, Aug. 10. Fifty of the
war will undoubtedly hasten the end; the crisis is passed. There is a uni- war and arms cannot yet be Abolished, is the only positive cure now known best known paintings of Indian life
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
In the southwest have been reproduc
the sheer intensity of the conflict nec- versal extension of credit where need- Europe will be saved for years to come
ing a, constitutional disease, requires ed in colors faithful to the
ed
conditions
are
where
sound.
she
armaments
which
the
and,
For
crushing
essarily limiting its duration.
original on
the time being the world's commerce The moratorium has been promptly has supported for so long and the a constitutional treatment. Hall's stereopticon slides for the New Mex
is demoralized. On. the continent of adopted wherever necessary. The fi- pessession of which has been largely Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, act ico exposition commission and will
ing directly upon the blood and mu form, one of the features of the
Europe the losses will be colossal. nancial strain on this side has been instrumental in exciting this gigantic cous
surfaces of the system, thereby
relieved
issue
tne
of
by
Hundreds of thousands of precious materially
struggle. Some thrones are already
display In the New Mexico
lives will be sacrificed, and billions of $300,000,000 of emergency currency tottering, and republics will take their destroying the foundation of the dis- building that will do more to bring
Aldrich-Vreelanact, and place ; all of which will make for peace. ease, and giving the patient strength tourists to New Mexico than probably
capital and property destroyed. The under the
horrors that will have to be endured laws have been passed making it pos- This struggle will, moreover, have a by building up the constitution and any other one exhibit. These pictures
are too dreadful for the Imagination. sible if necessary to put Into circula sobering Influence upon the whole assisting na'ura in doing its work. together with colored views of the
Chaos will rule in European industry tion over $1,700,000,000 of such cur world. In spite of the bitterness of The proprietors have so much faith Moqui dance were shown to an en
and commerce for possibly some time rency. By common understandin war, many differences will be settled: in it.s cjrative powers that they offer thusiastic audience this evening which
i Hundred Dollars for anv case was
to come. The most that can be rea- our bankers have also agreed to pre- some forms of discontent will disrr-pear- ,
held spellbound by the beauty of
that It fails to cure. Send for list of the
vent
further
of
any
Is
desome
Important
for
exports
are
men's
sonably hoped
and
better lmpuli
great
pictures.
cisive battle In, the early stages of the gold. The closing of all of the ex already beginning to rise r:id will be testimonials.
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO.,
Don't endure the needless pain and
war, decisive enough, at least to open changes has fortunately prevented an established upon a high plune wrnn
O.
,
tcrment of rheumatism, aggravated as
the door for mediation and thus stop aggravation of the crisis by stopping passion finally cools. Happily AmeriSoid by Druggists, 75c.
and before ca Is out of the struggle. We nay feel
speculation;
this monstrous struggle; the saddost
it 13 by the hot weather. W. T.
Take Hall's Family pills for consti
blot on Christendom in many genera long there is little doubt but that the the consequences in temporary it:
"I sufNicholson, Ga., says:
pation. Adv..
financial situation here will have been
tions.
fered the aches and pains of rheumaconfusion; and It must not bo
In the course of time the present so strengthened as to allow the re overlooked that there are grave questism, swollen feet, irregular painful
FOR
TRESPASSING
confusion will partly disappear. The opening of exchanges throughout the tions ahead which will call for wisdom JUDGMENT.
bladder action, but Foley Kidney Pills
Santa Fe, Aug. 10. The defendant fixed me
world is rapidly settling down to a country.
and caution in making commitments,
up quickly. Foley's are the
In the case of the United States vs.
At the moment the most serious ef nut
war basis, and many of the necessary
best.O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
ultimately the United States will R. F.
Keene, today consented to Judgactivities of life will soon go on much feet of the war upon ourselves, out benefit materially and it is to be hoped
Drug Co. Adv.
as usual. So far as the United States side of financial circles, is the utter morally by this unprecedented and un- ment In the federal court for trespassing on the Gila forest in Grant county.
is concerned, we are energetically ad demoralization of foreign commerce called for cataclysm.
The fine was $25 and the costs were
justing ourselves to the new situation. and its handmaid, foreign exchange.
Already the financial skies are clear- added, an
Injunction being issued at VICKSBUGH CELEBRATES
Our leading financiers are showing a Our cotton, our grain and our oil, ing The Bank of England rate has
same
the
time
against the defendant
of
a
of
considwhich
constitute
degree
large portion
calmness, courage,
been reduced to 6 per cent likewise
eration and wisdom that Is a splendid our exportB, are practically blocked. the Bank1 of France. In local financial enjoining him from trespassing with PEMBERTON CENTENARY
exhibition of public spirit. Today Yet somehow or other Europe must circles there Is also a much more con- - his stock on the reserve.
Wall street is shouldering responsi have these products, or suffer still fidc-nand hopeful feeling regarding
FORTS
OF THE
COMMANDER.
Dangers of Cholera Morbus
bilities accepting risks and granting more seriously. We need the pro- the-- future.
In almost every neighborhood some
WHOM GRANT OPPOSED HAD
ceeds of their sale, or many of our
HENRY CLEWS'.
one has died from an attack of cholera
FINE RECORD
merchants will doubtless be for the
morbus before medicine could be pro
Rheumatic Throat
time being more or less inconveniencCITROLAXI
cured or a physician summoned. Ev
Vicksburg, Miss., Aug. 10. The cened or crippled. Just now we sorely
CITROLAXI
Is Common Troubfe feel
tennial
should
be
ery
anniversady of the birth of
for
family
prepared
the need of an American merch
CITROLAXI
such an emergency. Mrs. E. M. Sny General John O, Pemberton, famous
ant marine, which we might have had
It's a laxative of course and the
N. Y., says "About four In history as the defender of Vlclcs-burShould Be Treated in Blood on hand but for the many
nicest hot weather drink you ever der, Herkimer,
against the federals in the civil
restrictions upon operation which tasted. Flushes thoroughly and pleas years ago my husband had an attack
To Prevent Recurrence.
was observed here today with and south, and from the Yazoo to the same
war,
of
cholera
morbus.
him
I
Cham
gave
still remain. Some relief may be ob- antly, too. F. C. Crysler, Syracuse, N.
day), marked tho turning point
exercises.
berlain's
appropriate
Cholera
and
Diarrhoea
Colic,
our
vessels
tained by placing
Mississippi, east and west, the strong- for the union arms in the civil war.
coasting
"Have used laxatives for
Y., says:
General Pemberton was born In Phil hold which General Pemberton held
in the
General Joseph E. Johnston, Gentrade, or by rais 15 years but this Citrolax has got Remedy and It relieved the pain Im
August 10, 1814. After grad had powerful auxiliaries in the forces eral Pemberton's
adelphia
two
and
or
three
of
doses
mediately,
ing the American flag upon, many everything else beat a mile." Try it.
superior in comsaw serv- of nature and the
American Bhlps now operating under O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug It effected a cure." For sale, by all uating from West Point he
singular topography mand, did not approve of the continice In the Mexican war and In vari- of the country.
.
,
Gealers.Adv4 L
ued defense of Vicksburg, but tbJs
foreign flags. The most probable so Co. Adv.
v
ous Indian campaigns. At the beginwas In this great swamp that the was only one of many points of difIt
lution, however, will come when Britning of the civil wgr he cast his for- fortunes of General Grant, which here ference between General
ain shows her sea power by keeping
Johnston and
LUNA TEACHER PROMOTED
tunes with the south, He was select- saw their darkest
the lines of international commerce
hour, threatened at President Davis. After General PemSanta Fe, Aug. 10. The department COUPLE MARRIED TWICF ed for the important command at
one time tQ be hopelessly engulfed, berton's
comparatively free of hostile cruisers. of education was notified today that
and resignation
Vicksburg by Jefferson Davis. Gen- and It was the final success of his from the surrender,
Tbore am successful snrslpg that stop This she will doubtless do eventually.
army. President Davis did
B.
who
for
four
Gorman,
Ney
years
soreness In the throat, but to prevcut tliolr
was
favorite
with
Pemberton
eral
a
WITHIN
SPACE
WEEK
OF
incessant return, the blood must be put in
plans in the surrender of Vicksburg not withdraw his favor, but reap-pontIt may be some time before our for- - was county superintendent of Luna
the president of the confederate states on
order. The best remedy Is 8. S. S.. as It
him to a staff position with.
July 4, 18G3, that, with the victory
has
influences all the functions of the body to e!gn trade, aggregating about
been
county,
appointed principal
and had been appointed lieutenant of
neutralize tht IrrUants or waste products
(which occurred on the1 the rank of coloneLa year, will resume Its accus- or the public schools at Lordsbur?,
Gettysburg
nd to stimulate their excretion through
to
the
BY general before his assignment
KNOT TIED
the proper channels.
tomed sway. Meantime our farmers Grant county. Miss Hazel Wykoff has MATRIMONIAL
command of the department of the
Rheumatic Rore throat Is ft dangerous
OF
for
must
be
THE PEACE AND
JUSTICE
prepared
been appointed principal of the Cam- Indication, as It means that the blood Is and our railroads
Mississippi.
loaded with more uric acid than the kid- a
METHODIST MINISTER
delayed export trade. The products bray public school. She taught at
neys can excrete, and may thus lead to
Toward the end of the second year
serious general disturbance.
held back now however will be in Iola last year.
of the war the Mississippi river, the
The action of S. S. S. stimulates cellular
the accumulation of great demand later on at unquestionactivity. It prevents
possession of which was indispens
irritants In local spots. It enables the
of
Denver, Aug. 10. Twice married In able
MOST
YOUR
erteries to supply quickly the new red ably high prices. One sorry result
to the national cause, was still
one week and to the same man the
adtissue.
blood to replace worn-ou- t
the world-wid- e
be
war
will
the
tlfe
So
Ions
confederates.
For this reason uric acid that finds the
by
first time by a Justice of the peace at held
vance in food products, which we In
throat an easy prey to Its breaking-dowas this vast highway was closed at.
In
Influence, Is scattered and eliminated.
the
and
Methoa
second
exGolden,
by
other words, S. S. S. prevents chronic con- common with other nations must
to the fleets of the union,
dist minister was the experience of any point
ditions by enabling all the mucous linings pect. On imports the situation
is
mucus.
the national power was to a great exIts
secrete
of the body to
healthy
was
who
Nina
last night
B, Vincent,
Influence Is shown lu a marked Improveequally deranged. Our purchases of
tent paralyzed in the west.
ment of the bronchial tubes, whereby the
again wedded to Edward J. Walsh of
huskiness of voice with thick, grayish ex- European luxuries will certainly be
From its source to the city of Vicks
S.
well
S.
Is
overcome.
S.,
Victoria, Australia, after the young
of transporta' pectorations
the river had been freed by Gen
diluted with water, means a blood bath, curtailed, not for lack
burg
couple had gone through a ceremony
since It Is welcome to any stomach and at tion, but because the people of Europe
Grant'a cjpedations, and the
eral
once gets into the blood.
last Monday.
have largely become destroyers
S. S. 8. Is free of all minerals and convill
mouths
of the great highway had been
tains Ingredients wonderfully conducive to instead of producers. European sugar
When the father of the girl, F. W. controlled
health.
by the union since the cap-- i
Vincent of Denver, learned that Ms- ture of New Orleans by Admiral Far-You can get It at nv drug store, but do and
will certainly suffer
crops
grain
ot accept anything else. There Is danger
u '
run
v
daughter had "been married he raised ragut, but from Vicksburg to Port
in substitutes. S. 8. S. is prepared only by severely. British cotton and woolen
The Swift .Specific Co., 528 Swift Bldg.,
not
so
wed
the
much
to.
objections,
Hudson, a distance of about 200 miles,
Atlanta, Ga. Our Medical Dept. will give manufacturers will incur heavy losses.
IN
you free Instruction bv mall on any subject Een if they ultimately secure their
ding itself, as to the fact that a cler the confederates held an almost unblood
disorders.
V.'ritn
of
today.
gyman had not officiated. Being con broken possession.
vinced that the youthful pair really
By means of this great belt of terloved each other, he gave his consent
ritory
they kept up undisturbed comwith the proviso that another cere- munication with the country west of
IN
PAID
CAPITAL
8URPLU
mony should be performed by some the Mississippi. They held Louisiana
minister of the gospel.
as a field of maneuver and supply,
100,000.0s
A second license was obtained yes while the vast
empire of Texas, the
raps
z
'lg&-zzxz:iV- - -- r
terday and the couple were married most important beef producing region.
last night, for the. second time in four of the continent, was subject to their
days, hy the Rev. S. G. Dorey of the orders.
Fifth avenue Methodist church.
Near the close of 1862 General
Grant
turned his attention to the pro
D.
Cashier.
T.
Hosklns,
I. M. Cunningham, Preside it
Sufferers of Hay Fever
the state
of an advance-throug- h
ject
Frank Springer,
and Asthma Get a Bottle of Foof Mississippi in the rear of Vicks
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
To command this expedition
burg.
Restful sleep, relief and comfort he selected General William T Sherfrom choking, gasping asthma and tor- man, but the attack that the latter
menting hay fever for those who take made on the great confederate strongI
Foley's Honey and Tar. It spreads a hold proved as futile as those assaults
as
It
glides that had preceded.
healing soothing coating
down a raw tickling throat, and stops
Standing on a plateau 200 feet
S
irritating coughs and colds. O. Or. above the river level, with the ravines
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
too steep for a full armed soldier to
The annals of crime bear no record
Adv.
climb them, and the crests fully comof a wired house ever having been
manded by the confederate
works,
Let us wire your
burglarized
U. S. ATTORNEY ACCUSED
Vicksburg offered a hard problem to
Mazda Lamps.
for
house
Edison
CAPITAL
Honolulu. Aug. 10. Jeff McCarn, Ceneral Grant. He was supplied with
United States district attorney, was an army which on any ordinary field
Office with the San Mijjuel National Bank
adrralgned today before Sanford B. probably would have been arresistlble
Dole of the United States district to any force the confederates were
court to stand trial on a charge of as able to bring against him, but for
aFre4laen1
WV. Q. HATDOH
sault with a deadly weapon. McCarn three months he was unable to make
-- TIm Presidsat
H. W. oojsr
a single inch of progress. Defended
la accused of attacking Claudius
.ffrtuuM
D, V. H08ENI
an attorney, with a revolver. on the south by fortifications that had
His own account of the affair is that proved impregnable, and on the north
re was attacked by several men, and, by the vast network of hayou and
when lying on the floor, attempted to marsh which filled the entire space
from Vicksburg to Memphis, north
'draw a weapon in self defense.
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Francisco last Friday. The boat Is
East
t
eauipped with wireless and heretofore
Entered at the postofflce
wlr3- Mts VfU New Mexico for trana-iMio- has kept in touch with Canadian
Columbia.
British
in
less
stations
8tatet
through the United
It was learned that the military au
alls aa second clasa matter.
thorities are rushing big guns to Que- TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
be; with all possible speed.
Carrier
Dally, by
'M
Japanese Activities
fer Copy
IB
Tokio, Aug. 10. The Japanese gov
One Week
5 ernment
today requisitioned seevral
One Month
additional transports.
Ome Year
The emperor Is expected to Inter
Dally, by Mall
16 00 rupt his vacation and return to Toki
One Tear (In advance)
from Nikko on Wednesday.
fix Months (In advance)
7. 00
One Tear (In arrears)
George W. Guthrie, American am
1.76
Six Months (in arrears)
bassador, returned today from . the
summer resort of Miyanoshita and
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
conferred with some of the other forGROWER
eign ambassadors.
W.W
ctoe Yecr
a

fix

Months

Tourists in Italy
American tourists
marooned in Italy by the interruption
of the steamship service since the out
break of war are said to number
about 6,000. They are agitating for
prompt measures for their reparation.
tt Is understood that arrangements
are being made at Genoa for the dee
parture of the steamer Principe
on Wednesday;
Rome. Aug. 10.
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Montreal Closes Port
the
Montreal. Aug. 10. The port of
Advertisers are guaranteed
rgest dally and weekly 'circulation Montreal was ordered closed today
f any newspaper In northern New by the minister of marine. Only two
small grain carriers are now in port
Mexico.

TELEPHONES
Business Office
News Department

Gernan Cruiser at San Juan
San Juan, Porto Rico, Aug. 10 The
Main 2
Main 2 German cruiser Karlsruhe took on

board 900 tons of coal here yesterday
and sailed at 8:30 In the evening for
MONDAY, AUGUST 10, 1914.
an unknown destination. As she left
tbe harbor she put on full speed and
ITS EFFECT ON COMMERCE all her lights were extinguished.
Her captain reported that he was in
While the English and German fleets
the
before
an
for
engagement last Friday night off
position
Jockeying
jue
1
In the North sea the commerce the Bahamas when the Karlsruhe was
the United States, the one nation pursued by four English and French
1
the world that has nothing In com-- t cruisers.' When he first sighted the
n with the feud, must sit calmly by lights the captain thought It was a
- : !'d twiddle its thumbs. It seems to schooner until a shot was fired, lit
the policy of the German admiral saJd he though t "one of the crulBers
lo avoid an open fight, and it seems was disabled as the pursuit was aban
equally the desire of the British com doned and the other war vessels apmander to force the Issue. But how peared to be assisting her.
A lumber schooner from Jackson- long it will take him to accomplish his
of
the
matter
guess
a
Fla., arrived here today and re
i!le,
is
beyond
id9
men.'
ported sighting an English cruiser off
If the Germans finally evade the Is- the Lancaster type 12 miles to the
sue the embargo against foreign com- ncrlheast of San Juan at 3 o'clock o:i
merce must continue Indefinitely, or, Saturday afternoon, headed southeast.
at least, until such time as the de- The German steamer Odenwald and the
tached German cruisers ranging the British steamer Salybyia both bound
Atlantic are picked up by British and for European ports from the West
French warships. The seas are clos- Indies, with freight and passengers
ed to traffic. The crops of this coun- have sought refuge in the San Juan
try bid fair to rot In warehouses. And harbor.
oil because some dozen or so floating
v port of Quebec Closed
forts see fit to chase each other around
the shadow of hattta
Quebec, Aug. 10. The port of Queo
bec is now closed, under orders from
If the reports of the German casual- the federal authorities. No ship will
ties around
Liege are correct, be allowed to leave.
It It turns out to be true thut II. S. Mundheim. a German suhject,
the kaiser lost 25.000 men' in the three manager for the Cement Products of
3nys of fighting around the little Bel-- ; Canada,' Limited, who was being held
ghim point, the battle will rank among at the citadel as a prisoner of war,
the most sanguinary In military his- has been realesd on parole.
tory. At Waterloo the Prussians and
English combined lost only (only?)
Many Tourists Detained
22,000 soldiers, and Austerlltz, .the
Geneva, Switzerland, Aug. 9., (delayAmerican and
highest summit of Napoleon's career, ed In transmission)
cost the allies, aside from prisoners, British consular officers estimate that
a round 12,000. Gettysburg claimed a about 5,000 Americans and 10,000
toll In killed and wounded from English were held up in Switzerland
Meade's forces of 23,000.
owing to the war. Tfie Swiss government for the past few days had prevented automobiles leaving the country as it Intends to use them if necesCRUISER
sary for military purposes. A number
of American cars are among those
,

'

,

BRITISH

3 TAKES

held.

RICH PRIZE

The Swiss banks have begun to discount American' checks but charge 20
per cent The American banking agencies here also have bgegun again to
take travelers cheques.

(Continued from Page One?
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Hamilton,
The Krori Prinz Wilhelm, named in
Consul Says Liege is Quiet
honor of the German throne, was New York, Aug. 10. Pierre Mali,
launched In May, 1902. She is G63 Belgian consul at New York, today said
feet long, 6 foot beam, 21,300 tons that according to his advices from
two of the forts at Liege rodisplacement and 30,000 horse power, Belgium,
main
ed
23
at
standing
against the German
and
of
knots
a
haa
Bhe
speed
the time of her launching was one of invasion. These two, he said, would
the fastest and largest vessels afloat'jbe abondoned and the Belgian soldiers
She has accommodations for 1,715. would retreat in good order. They
would proceed to Namur and join
asBengerg and a crew of 552.
French troops. Namar is
A dispatch from San Juan, Porto 100,000
Rico, last night said the German cruis- - ' strongly fortified,
I
er- Karlsruhe had arrived there SunGermans Cease Advance
day morning, taken on enough coal to
permit her steaming to Hamburg and Brussels, Aug. 10. Information from
would leave this morning. The Karl-- the front confirms the report that the
mihe Is believed to b one of the GerGtrman troops have ceased their adman cruiuers that have been harrying var.ee by the valley of the Ourthe.
French and British vessels leaving They ire said to have retired on their
"
j reverses and to be
.Now York for European porta.
throwing up de- -

MONDAY, AUGUST

feuse works.
The German offensive movement
to the north of Liege Is developing.
The commander of the forts at
Liege, according to an official announcement, reports that all the forts
are intact Tbe soldiers manning
manning them are in fine health and
spirits and are amply supplied with
provisions and munitions. There la
no cause for alarm.
The population of Liege maintains
its calm, and the official view Is that
the situation Is quite satisfactory. AH
the approaches to Brussels are well
guarded to prevent anything in the
nature of a surprise from reconnoiter-in- g
parties of German, savalry.
Small bodies of Uhlands have signalled In all directions. Generally they
have lost their bearings and surrender
Immediately on being challenged.

-

--
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PASSED BAD CHECKS

MAYOR OF SEATTLE

Rainbow Sighted
Eureka, Cal, Aug. 10. The steamer City of Topeka, which arrived here
today from San Francisco, reported
that she sighted the British protected
cruiser Rainboij, assigned to the service of Canada, off Point Reyes, yesterday afternoon. The captain of the
Topeka believes the Rainbow was
standing on and off the Golden Gate
looking for German prizes.
The length of time she will be able
to do so, however, Is not great, as she
was allowed by the authorities of the
port of San Francisco to take on but
50 tons of coal, sufficient to carry her
with what she had, to the nearest
home port.

MOTORCYCLIST

HURT;

TO OBTAIN

WOMEN

STRONGJOR

CLOTHES

DECLARES ON THE STAND THAT HER CLOTHING SEIZED BY HOTEL
MANAGER, GIRLq FORCED TO
VOTES OF WOMEN HAVE
PASS WORTHLESS PAPER
DONE MUCH FOR CITY
m.

Seattle, Wash., Aug. 1. Suffragists
applauded loudly today when Mayor
Hiram H. Galvin, testifying before the
relations commisfederal industrial
sion, made his initial declaration In
favor of woman suffrage. Votes of
women, the mayor testified a few minutes previously, did much toward hie
recall three years ago. He also added that at one time he was opposed
to suffrage.
"Are you favorable to it now?" ask,,,
ed Commissioner O'Counelk '
"I am," replied the mayor, smiling.
The mayor then declared he bellev-th- e
votes of women nad resulted In
i.
cleansing politics here.
Under no circumstances, he said,
would he designate special police to
act during labor troubles until the
chief of police recommended them.
Then he would select the police himself, the mayor added. He also would
men who
disarm union or
threatened trouble during a strike.
The mayor insisted several times
that the labor problems of the north
west were different from those of the
east.
"Back east you have capitalists
who cannot recognize that there is
any one except themselves and laboring men who are Ignorant."
For reasons, he continued, he could
not attempt to outline a general plan
for settling labor difficulties in all
parts of the country.
E. W. Olson, state commissioner of
labor, followed Mayor Gilvin.
i

Bombardment
Nish, Servia, Aug. 10. The Austrian bombardment of Belgrade has
continued for the past four days. The
heavy guns caused severe damage to
private property, but were less ef
fective yesterday when the firing
wag from a greater distance.
The Servian army Is being rapidly
organized and has begun to take the
offensive by penetrating Bosnia near
.
Prlebo and Vlsegraa.
The Montenegrin forces occupied
Splzza, Pachtrovitz and Budua, on the
Dalmatian coast, and also carried by
assault Netalka and Sienokos, sur
rounding Hergths.
The German minister before he left
Servia after receiving his passports,
entrusted the care of German and
Austrian subjects to the American
consul.
Four-Da-

non-unio- n

ANIMAL ANGELS IN DENVER
Denver, Aug. 10. The second annual convention of the National Association of the Bureau of Animal In-- '
dustry opened a three days' conven-

tion here today and immediately adjourned until tomorrow in respect
of Mrs, Woodrow Wilson. Dr. J. Gibson of Albany, N. Y., is president
Seventy delegates from all parts of
the country are In attendance. Governor E. M. Amnions and other state
and city officials will address the convention at a banquet tonight

VIVID LIGHTNING

SEEN

-

'

GORHAM

m

Denver, Aug. 10. Alice Dixon, 19,
a stenographer, who came here from
Kansas City elx weeks ago, was arrested last night by Detectives Carr
and Bramer, accused of passing several checks for small amounts on local
merchants.
She admitted her guilt to Deputy
Chief of Police Leyden, declaring her
clothing was seized by the managerrr
ment of the Metropole hotel to satisfy
QUALITY IS FIRST
an account and she was forced to the
expedient of passing worthless checks
CONSIDERATION
in order to replenish her wardrobe.
"To be perfectly frank with you, I
was 'broke,'" she said. "I couldn't
get employment and I had to do some-thiiyWhen my clothing was taken
away from me I became what you
might call desperate. I expected to
be arrested but I made up my mind
to take a chance, anyway."
The aggregate amount of the checks
will not exceed $20, according to the
police and it is expected the case will
be adjuosted in audi a manner that
Albuquerque public schools will arthe trio exclaim, "We had better get rive
Miss Dixon will escape iprosecution.
Tuesday for the conference.
N
Her home, according to her story, Is ouc of here quick!"
County Superintendent C. L. Burt of
Torrance county arrives from Moun-tainai- r
in Tulsa, Okla. She refused to tell
BANKER A SUICIDE
tomorrow evehlng. '
anything ot her parents, asserting Bhe
Ccean City, N. J., Aug. 10. Lewis
Miss Grace Goebel, county superinwished them to remain In ignorance
M. Cresse, president of the First Na
of her plight.
tendent of Luna county, arrived totional bank of this city, president of day,
tho Pleasant Mills Paper company and
Rev. C. C. Hill, county superintend- A FALSE STANDARD OF CULTURE
.
formerly state senate from Cape May, eni 01 uuaves cuuuiy, aim iainuy
arhas gained ground in this country committed suicide today by shooting. rive in ' their automobile tomorrow
which looks upon the bearing and He was in pool health.
from Roswell.
rearing of chldren as something
Mrs. S. L. Bean and daughter, Misa
coarse and vulgar and to be avoided,
FLOUR RISES IN KANSAS
Bean, arrive tomorrow noon
Virginia
but the advent of Eugenics means
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 10. An advance from El Paso and will be guests of
much for the motherhood of the race. of 20
$ents a hundred in the price of Mrs. Eva ,Castle on Johnson street.
Happy is the wife who, though weak flour was announced by the millers of
Miss Glaucie Wilson, a trained liand ailing, depends upon Lydia B. Topeka today.. A recent advance in
arrives on Wednesday from
brarian,
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to re- the price of wheat was the reason they
Md., to visit her mother.
Baltimore,
store her to health, and when head- assigned.
Mrs. H. li. Wilson, and will stay for
aches and backaches are a thing of
the summer school.
tbe past, brave sons and fair daughDr. David R. Boyd, president of the
ters rise up and call her blessed.
New Mexico University, arrived today
Advi
from Albuquerque.
.
Professor E. P. Humbert of State
(college arrived this
NO RACES AT KALAMAZOO
evening from
.
...
.
.. .
..
t
,.f
Kalamazoo, Mich., Aug. 10. The
LIVE
STOCK
KANSAS CITY
:
8Ch0Ol.
.!.'
races
circuit
here this afternoon
grand
Kansas City, Aug. 30. Hogs, reof
Herman
Krauch
the
Gallinas
were postponed on account of rain.
ceipts 2,000. Market 1& to 25 cents
planting station arrived " today from,
higher.
Las Vegas to attend the summer
Cattle, receipts 11,000. Market stea- school session. Francis P.
Porcher,
BLOOD-STAINEAUTO
dy to 10 cents higher.
another forest official, came Sunday
3,000.,
Market, steady, for the summer school.
Sheep, receipts
t

Sterling Silver,
Hawkes Cut Glass
Pickard China

At
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COLLIDES

IVITH AUTO

LAST NIGHT EXPLAINED

DENVER SPEEDER CRASHES INTO SCIENTISTS SAY EARTH IS PASSING THROUGH A GROUP OF
LIMOUSINE WITH PROBABLE
METEORIC BODIES
FATAL RESULTS

Denver, Aug. 10. Christopher Jas- person, 19 of 1625 Irving street, a
motorcyclist, was probably fatally Injured after 8 o'clock last nisht when
he collided with a heavy limousine of
the Denver Omnibus and Cab com
pany, driven by Frank Hill, at West
Colfax avenue and Bannock street.
He was taken to the county hos
pital In the police ambulance, uncon
scious. His head and face were badly
cut and he displayed symptoms of a
fracture of the frontal bone of the
skull.
One of several youne women rid
ing in the limousine collapsed when
the collision and was taken from the
the collision occurred and was taken
from the machine. She was removed
by friends before the arrival of the
Jasperson, according to witnesses
of the accident, rode south on Fourteenth street at a terrific rate of
speed and attempted to make the
turn into Bannock street without
slackening up. The momentum of the
motorcycle carried it over close to the
curbing on the east side of the street
and directly In the path of the auto
mobile.
Hill brought his machine to a
stop
but Jasperson could not control his
motorcycle:.
Jaseprson was hurled
over the handlebars of his machine

and fell over ten feet away.
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,

10, 1914.

(Continued From Page One.)
er In Myrtle Hill cemetery, will be
made on a special train. Those In
the party will Include the president
Miss Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Sayre,
Secretary and Mrs. McAdoo and Pro
fessor, Axon, J. R. Wilson, George
Howe, Dr. Cary T. Grayson and Sec
retary Tumulty.
The south haa planned to pay tribute to Mrs. Wilson's life as the spe
cial train passes toward Rome.

GLASS

FOUND BY MAN

OF WINDSHIELD
STORY OF JANITOR

PIECES

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
'
A Hint to the Wise Is Sufficient
Chicago, Aug. 10. All speculative
When constipated take ChamberAND options In wheat rose today to a high- lain's Tablets.
They are easy to take

FIGHT

The earth Is running Into a bunch

Denver, Aug, 10. "Vague rumors of
a shooting afray at the east side of
the Argonaut hotel, Colfax avenue and
Grant street, which reached the sergeants in charge of the Capitol Hill
police station Thursday took definite
shape yesterday when a janitor employed at the hotel turned over to
Sergeant Luke Parslow three pieces of
glass, evidently from the
windshield of an automobile.
d
The
glass, taken la
connection with the statement of a
woman living across the street from
tbo hotel, that she heard two shots
fired early Thursday morning and saw
two men place a third man In a bl?
touring car and drive hurriedly away
is conclusive evidence, In the opinion
of the police, that someone was shot.
Who the Injured man, was, who shot
him, where he was taken after the
shooting and what led up to the affair
are questions which remain unanswer
ed.
Tbe blood smeared particles of glass
were found by the janitor Thursday
nbile he was working on the lawn. At
10 o'clock Wednesday night, according
to his statement, he was awakened
by loud talking la a court on the east
side of the hotel. He went to a window and overheard seevral men planning u "joy ride." He ordered them
away from the hotel. They walked
towar da big touring car standing at
the curbing and lie returned to bed.
About 1 o'clock, he said, he was awakened by a loud report, but he supposed It was an explosion of. an automobile tire and did not get out of bed.
The following mornings when he
found
the glass on the lawn, he
thought possibly there had been a
shooting, but he said nothing of tho
matter to any one until he heard other
people In the neighborhood talking
about hearing hearing revolver shots.
The police suspect that the "joy
rule" might have materialized with a
woman in the party; that a jealous
h unhand or sweetheart was waiting
HARVEY'S ! OPEN
34th season of thti fomortf mono when the party returned
and that
'ain resort Carriage out every Sat there was a quarrel, followed by shooting,
irday morning, returning
Tbe woman living across the street
Friday; charges $10.00, transportation, $1.00. Special rates for long- from the hotel says she distinctly
er time.
Address East La 'Vegas, heard one of the men Involved In the
Box B.
Leave order at Mnrpbey'i shooting say "You've got me," and alw Plaza hotel. Ad r,
1
trior t in the sme breath another of

of meteors.

brilliant display of
fireworks is looked for either
tonight or tomorrow night, probably
both nights. The reason Is that the
Perselds are going to be near tho
crth. The Peraeid meteors are a
group of small bodies revolving around
ihc sun In an elongated circle. They
are scheduled to get nearest the earth
rbout August 10 or 11. Shooting stars
may be seen any time between July
and August 20.
While other showers of
thooting stars may. be seen in April,
November and December, It is the Au?- UCt exhibition
that
.. . n
(enHufa
n ix J o
u.
ol.,.
'ook forward to with the most interest.
If one wants to get a good view of
the shooting stars he should get
tip
bi ight and early some
morning, as the
eifcibition Is twice as lively then as in
the even In e.
It is estimated that the stream ot
!ny meteors wit h which the earth
will come In contact is about 30,000,000
miles in width. However, scientists
agree that there is little danger even
when, the earth does run into a bunch
of tbe shooting stars.
Most of the
meteors are burned out long before
tl ey hit the earth.
The trail of light behind a meteor
Is said to be due to the
persistence
of. a person's vision.
Large meteors
may leave a real trail of flame which
may be visible for some minutes. Hugo
showers of meteors occur about every
30 years. One was figured out for
10, but failed to show lip. One pe
culiar thing that ha been worked out
of late is the establishment of a rela
tionship between comets and meteors.
The Perselds, it is known, follow tbe
same path at TuUle's comet, which
was discovered way back In 1812.
Other relationships have been estab
lished between the various comets and
meteors.
A

blood-Btaine-

d
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d
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er point than at any time since the
war began.. The advance exceeded
3 cents a bushed compared with Saturday night. Announcement that, the
governments of Belgium and England
were guaranteeing war risks on imports from the United States had much
to do with, the jump in prices. The
close was unsettled at 2 to 2Vs cent
net advance.
Corn broke sharply but made a
quick rally. The close was steady but
to 1
net lower.
Oats swayed with corn. Changes in
prices, however, were only moderate.
Higher prices for hogs carried the
provision market straight upward.
First transactions ranged from 15 to
50 cents dearer than Saturday.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, Sept 96; Dec. $1.02.''f '
Corn, Sept. 77; Dec. 69.
Oats, Sept. 41; Dec. 44.
Pork, Sept. $22.20.
Lard, Sept. $10.10; Oct $10.25.
Ribs, Sept. $12.62; Oct. $12.45.

and most agreeable
sale by all dealers.

in effect.
Adv.

For

. '

r

line to Mora triTuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas postofflce
8 a. m
arriving Mora 9:45 a. ni.
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
419 Railroad avenue. Phone Main 397.

Automoblleiage

weekly,

Adv.

ST E TrSO N

friz

GATHER

EOUCATOKS

FOHJONFEBENCE
STATE

WIDE

MEETING

ENLIVENS

THE SUMMER SCHOOL AT
SANTA

EF

Santa Fe, Aug. 10. Educators are
beginning to arrive for the statewide
educational conference next week. Dr.
Frank H. H. Roberts and;'family will
arrive tomorrow from Lasi Vegas. Dr.
Roberts brings his stenographer with
him and will also be followed by Dean
Carroon of the Normal University.
Superintendent J. B. Pryor of the
Demlng schools was In conference on
educational matters with Governor
McDonald today and also accompanied
County Superintendent J. V. Conway
on a school visit. It was an
to Superintendent Taylor as to the
work for the rural schools actually ac
complished by Conyay.
Superintendent John Milne of the
eye-open-

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBBANU,
A

PI

I.Afllcat AnL youp Drnffa-iAlfna
Diamond Tsrnl
IN In in Hi d and bold inruUiAv
boxes, sealed with lilue KilAo.
TaUo no olhr. Bur of your

'

AMnrt lll. m.N.TPBS

DIAMOND ItKAND ULLH. foe It 3
years known as Best, Safest, Atways Kdiabla
SOLD BY

DRUDQiSTP'CmHERE.

get a
AIMING ?to Come
to us then and let us
show you the latest
Soft and Stiff Stet-

sons for Fall. This is

your hat shop, remember

packed with alert and
virile styles for men
who feel that way about
their clothes. Drop in
and get acquainted with

the new Fall stock,

today.

BACHARACH'S
The Store of Quality
Opposite Castaneda Hotel

i
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

COUNTY TREASURER

PERSONALS

UNDER

MANDAMUS

Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten of Raton
OF
In the city visiting with relatives. BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
GUADALUPE DEMAND AC- Mrs. van Houten baa Just return!
COUNTING OF FEES
from California while Mr. van Houton
returned last eevning from New York

are

A writ of mandamus was filed by
City and Europe.
the
county commissioners of Guadaleft this afterHerman C. Hen-erlupe
county recently against County
noon for Rivera on a business trip.
Salomon Sanchez. The
Treasurer
E. Chambers, vice president of the treasurer stated that he had been adganta Fe, passed through, here this af- vised by the state traveling auditor
ternoon in his private car en route to that he might keep out as personal
the Grand Canyon.
gain the fees charged for giving li
and collecting taxes.
censes
Mr. and Mrs. R, R. Larkin left this
When
the board of county commisFe.
afternoon for Santa
sioners of Guadalupe county asked him
Bias Sanchez is a visitor from Wag- to
deposit this money In the treasury
on Mound.
he refused to do so, falling back on
of the auditor. The
of San Antonio, the authority
A.. L. Blumenthal
Tex., is a business visitor in the city board then filed the action for a writ
O. E. Burch left Saturday for Ben agalnt him.
Judge Leahy receievd the alternalali where he will spend the month ot
tive today "stating that the treasurer
August.
had deposited something over $9,000
M. R. Mickey of the Allen Mercan- which he had deducted as his fees.
tile company of Denver is spending a Tho action is important as it estabfew days in the city.
lishes the fact that it is illegal for
Mrs. I. J. Brock of Raton is spend- any county treasurer to pay his own
sa'ary or feeal
ing a few days in this city.
a

.

H. J. Buff and R. R. Dantson ot La
Junta are visitors in the city.

T. W. Larsen of Chicago is a
ness visitor in Las Vegas.

busi-

Francis Saad is a visitor from New
York City.

Frank Romero is spending a

few

days in this city attending to .business interests. He 1b a Trinidad man.
' Frank V. Pollovk Is one of the visitors in this city from New York.
R. D. Ellis is a Kansas City visitor
in Las "Vegas.
S. N. Mitchell of Milwaukee Is in
the city on business.
J. E. Powers is another Santa Fe
man in this city..
Mr. ad Mrs. J. W. Roberts spent
yesterday afternoon in this city visiting with friends. They are on their
way from their home at Albuquerque
to Tennessee. They formerly resided
s
in this city.
,,v:
The officers and several members
of the local order of the Fraternal
Brotherhood left for Santa Fe yester
clay afternoon.
They will Install a
new lodge In the Capital City.

For Au. 11 and Balance
of (he Week.

OUR
VEGETABLE

MARKET
20c

White Velvet Okra pd
3 pds Sweet Potatoes
3 Bunches Celery...
3 lbs Fresh Tomatoes
3 Large Caataloupes
1 lb Horse Radish Roots

20c

25c
25c

25c
.... 20c

Egg Plant .... t ... lOc
Colorado Sweet Cora psr doz 30c
Green Chile and Bell Peppers
1

L

itgt

..

pd......
Dill for Outnumbers,

lOc

per

Hbunch

.lOc
Cencord Grapes (New) basket 60c
61b NewiCabbage
25c

The

510 & 25c

Store

VEGAS AT BALL

FRO!
SLUGFEST
WHEN

INOl'IRHF

From week to week this apace w.li ncio umc interesting
pertaining to banking business.-- :
This week we present evidence of growth.

MOTHER

In an exciting game, featured

Denver, Aug. 10. Mrs. Theresa
Coray of Fairfield, Conn., wants to
know if her son Is dead or married.
In a letter to the health department Mrsi, Coray asks that question.
She says that he was a soldier and
returned from the Philippines, settling in Denver, and the last heard of
Turn he was here. She asks that the
records be searched to ascertain If
he is dead, and adds that "maybe he
is married, so please let me know
which." The records do not show
that he is dead, but the inquiry was
sent top to the court house to the recorder's office to see if he is married.
Mrs. Coray does not ask any further
particulars regarding her son.

by
Al-

a

two-bagge-r,

two-sacke- r,

Sel-ing-

ts

j

13 12
13

Nieto, .rf

5
5
4
5

-

Selinger, cf
Ettinger, lb
Larrazolo, c
Clark, n
Hite, lb
Total
Albuquerque
Manguera, lb
Jeffries, 2b
Salazar. ss

10 .0

1

0

110

2

2

0

5

2

1

1

2
2
1
1

6
6
7
1

27
R PO

10 19

46

AB H
8
5

5

toavez, c

1.2
1
1

2
2

3

3
1

8
3

3
4
2
1

MOSQUITOES IN PARIS

3

Paris, A'ug. )10. The fashionable
quarters of Paris and sections of the
mUirbs are suffering' this summer
i

2

0
1

$

from a Dlague of mosquitoes. The
source of this unprecedented annoy
A E ance ic a profound mystery, although
0 the city authorities have been making
1
1 great efforts to discover the breeding
3
I I
4 1 places.

17.-1-

0

1
0

0
0 Selinger,

Davy, Salazar; three base
Wlckham, rf
1
2, off Ayze 2, off Hart
2
4
2
off
CJark
hits,
3b
Gonzales,
struck out, by Clark 7, by
0 0 0 0. 0. line 0;
Coen, If
5 0
2 3 0 0 Ayze 3, by Hflrtline 2; hit by pitcher,
Ayze,
0 lavy: left oft, hases, Las Vegas 10,
1
5 1
Luna, cf
2
3
Albuquerque 6;'.double plays, Angel to
Hartline,
Montano to Ettinger, Salazar to Jef
fries. Time, 2:07.
45 11 17 27 14
Total
Umpires, Harris. Gioth, Wlckham.
Two
base hits, Mantano,
Summary
2
5
5

SEASONS

Total Resources January

Total Resources July if

i,
1

. $188,300.76

1913

-

9 13

Total Resources January i, ioi4
;

$252,270.47

-

$320,653.83

Total Resources July 1, 1914 - $406,587.28

Peoples Bank & Trust Company
COMMENCED BUSINESS OCTOBER

14,1912.

.

Yoif Will Find

the best in all

Information

TO VISITORS ANXIOUS CONCERNING WELFARE
GOES
HOME TEAM PILES
OF SON, WOMAN WRITES ASKING PECULIAR QUESTION
UP ERRORS

the heavy hitting of both teams,
buquerque's O. R. E. team yesterday
defeated the Las Vegas Maroons at
Amusement park. It was a pretty
fight from the umpire's "play ball" to
the last "you're out" and as foretold
Saturday the fans were not given a
The attendance was
dull moment.
good, both the grandstand and bleach-erbeiug filled to capacity. Albuquer
que started the ball rolling, the first
man up reaching first on an error, followed by a single and a double, which
netted them ono run.
Davy started out with a
Mason struck out, Angel
reaching
first on an error, stole second and
came home on Montunos
chasing Davy in ahead. Nieto went
AMERICAN PAINTERS SCORED
out on a long fly to right field.
London, Ang. 10. American palmwent to first on an error.
er" lat '.t nationalism; they are content
put up a Texas leaguer which ' i:v.i;ate the French; their one ideal
was gathered in by short, and thl is
prettiness and often prettiness
ended the inning.
iv.ithout
moaning, according to some
:m in
Albuquerque gathered in c"
oi
LONDON OPIUM DENS RAIDED
passed by British
the second, and one in the U.. ill.
on a large and representative
London, Aug. 10. Raids on the
Clark started the fourth l going
c(!.e tion of American art which has
ot'ium dens in London's Chinatown,
to first on an error.
Davy rvt a rK't'ii on view In a
a district near the docks, have thrown
gallery here. Tho
hot one to short, but was thrown cut one
find to praise is what
new light on this sordid quarter, which
thing
they
at first. Mason singled past first. cne critic terms the "high level of
was little known until 19 Chinese
Angel followed with a three sacker to technical excellence."
wore brought to answer recently in
left, scoring Mason. .Montano popped
tin; police court. The place is a mass
Eliminating a half dozen paintings
up a foul which was gathered in by of
of opium dens and gambling houses.
cowboy scenes, prairies and skythe catcher. Nieto Mingled to left,
this critic declares "the rest
where the Chinese sailors off
scrapers,
the
sewing Angel, and took second on might well he an exhibition of French
oriental ships in port have been rob- - the throw to the
plate. Selinger hit
btd of their earnings. There are a two
to center, scoring Nieto, pictures, and those better by far than
bagger
may he found in the Beaux Arts.
about 800 of, these sailors and cabin and
Ettinger flied out to right,
Nor is there any individual develop
boys in port at a time.
aran
in
Groth, umpiring the bases,
ment of French impulses. The root3
Charitable societies are now organ'
gument over a close decision, resign- of American
art are not fixed In its
Izing a fund to build ia this district ed, leaving Harris to handle it by his
own soil, but in Montparnasse."
a hotel, social club and Institute, lonesome until the
Wickwhen
sixth,
with classes in English and seaman ham, who had been taken out in favor
will
also be of Hartline, volunteered to accept
ship.. Arrangements
MONACLE HELD IN AWE
made by which the sailors may send halt the
responsibility and finished
London, Aug. 10. Jack Heat of
liume part of their earnings. The the
game as Mr. Harris' assistant.
Armstrong, an aristocratic young Eng
name of the new organization is the
Larrazolo and Clark both scored off lishman, has just returned from Al
Chinese. Merchant Service guild.
Hartline in the fiftn.
bania with a story of the awe in
Albuquerque scored two in the sixth which his monocle was held by the
and three la ihe seventh, tying the unsophisticated soldiers of the Mipret,
TONGUE READING A FAD
scora, Clark held them safe In the while he was in command of a field
fad
10.
The
latest
Aug.
Paris,
eighth but in the ninth they started gun used against the rebels. Arm
havamong fashionable Parisians is
arter him with the evident Intention strong, who Is a brother of the priread.
the
"Glossomancy,"
tongue
ing,
as the new science Is styled, is akin of divorcing him from his Kansas vate secretary of Prince William, set
claimed out from Alessio with Chief Prenk
to chiromancy and graphology, and grown (?) lemon, which he
to deposit In lor the relief of the prince, then be
consists In having the character told Manager Baer had failed
the safe. It was in this inning that sieged in his capital. Prenkhad
shape and dimension of
by the
who 'shad been
meq and, one field gun. Arm
the tongue. A long tongue shows oie of the scorersp
an old strong commanded the gun. Mo mat
very
very
carefully
nursing
frankness; a short one, dissimulation;
horse shoe, made an error In judg ter how hot the fire, the soldiers
a broad one, unreservedness; a narment and turned the horse shoe never deserted the gun, which was
row one, concentration.
When the
around,
holding it in what some claim aimed and fired by the monocled Eng
Is
a
sign
tongue ia long and broad, it
ed was the wrong position. Whether lishmau. As they had never seen a
that its owner is inclined to gossiping:
or not this had anything to do with it monocle before they thought it essen
when it is long and broad that he is
Albuquerque succeeded in annexing tial to aiming, or a kind of range
moderately frank and open. Those three more
large sized tallies in the finder. Armstrong did not dispel
who possess a short and broad tongue
ndnth.
their illusion.
be
should
f.re untruthful, and people
.
at
this
However,
Manager
point
careful of those whose tongue is short Baer decided
to send in Hite as a
and narrow, for they are sly as well Mlfe
SPA BARRED TO RICH
and hia Judgment was
saver,
The new science
aH bad tempered.
Barlin
.Aug. 10. One of German's
wnen
to be sound
Hite sent a
niakns siiclring out the tonguo not on- proved
Sodenthal,
spas,
three sacker to deep center. Larry famous medical
ly bad mannered hut dangerous.
Bavaria, will
followed with a single, scoring Hite. near Aschaffenburg;
Clark fouled out to catcher. Davy henceforth be barred to rich people,
dittoed Mr. Hite, scoring Larrazolo, It lhas been bought and will be re
SWISS EMBROIDERY
The pur
10.
The and was called out at tho terminal served for workingmen.
St. Call, Switzerland, Aug.
chase has been made by the imperial
on
to
Mason's
score
the
to
tie
the
trying
Swiss
embroidery
exports of
insurance department, from state
United States were less last June by bunt.
funds and the spa will be reserved
swarmed
At
this
the
fans
1913.
juncture
ubout $200,00 than during June,
for workingmen and women
This enormous reduction is attribut- down on the side Hnes, rooting for entirely
the state and sent to So
insured
by
"the
and
beseeching
Angel,"
ed to what are called Inquisitorial Vegas
denthal
treatment by their Insurfor
up his stick, to
methods of which France Is now com- who had Just picked
"
ance
fund
office,
upon the official
mile.a
excite
"hit
It
During., the
plaining. Swiss firms refuse to show
certificates.
Hotels and
physicians'
annex
sec
to
Mason
ment
the
sought
commistheir books to the American
all
connected
with the
other
things
the
turn,
sion which was sent to Switzerland by ond sack, but Chaves called
resort are now the property of the
came
we
all
him
and
out,
throwing
the treasury department in Washingstate.
ton a few m'onts ago. Therefore, it home.
to
was
a
start
from
It
game
good
Id affirmed here that
unreasonably
the numerous errors,
NO JURISDICTION
.,.
high valuations are placed upon Swiss finish, despite
and the fans should be well satisfied
embroideries entering New York.
Santa Fe, Aug. 10. The New Mex
with the quality of baseball being ico board of bar examiners has decid
served them.
ed not to act oa the petition of Mar- The Albuquerque boys are to be ron and Wood for an
Investigation of
congratulated on the heavy hitting their conduct in the famous Elias Gar
proclivities of their aggregation, and cia case and of the pungent strictures
we hope that the return engagement
on their professional conduct made by
will prove as Interesting.
Federal Judge William H. Pope In his
Following is the score:
opinion. The board declares that it
AB K H PO A
Las Vegas
has no statutory jurisdiction In the
6
Davy, 3b
matter.
6
0
0
Mason, if
2
2
2
3
4
Angel.' 2b
Read The Optio Want Ads.
5
3
3
0
5
Montano, ss
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The opening Saturday ,of November
fame, however, for the 1914 campaign
of all
will witness features that cause foot- will find the college elevens
A WONDERFUL SALE ball to stand out with unusual prom sections on edge for the championship
inence. Many spectacular lntersec-tiona- l games of the season. Close to ISO
contests are scheduled, including games between rival and well matched
Both teams are scheduled, the principal fea-t.ir-e
the Harvard-Michiga- n
game.
contests being: Minnesota vs.
Vale and Princeton universities will
dedicate new and mammoth stadiums. Wisconsin ;Yale vs. Brown; PennsylA host of former famous players will vania vs. Michigan; Mississippi
vs.
appear as coaches and cities to which Ta'ane; Tennessee vs. Vanderbilt;
big football games are unfamiliar will Pennsylvania state vfc Lehigh; Wes-leyyFinish will not tarnish all have
vs. Williams and Carlisle vs.
entertain elevens, notably Washington,
posts.
will be played. Holy Cross. In the east at least the
where the Army-NavAs has been the case for several attention of the majority of football
years the Carlisle Indians and the Al- followers will be centered upon- the
n
game at Cambridge.
bright college eleven have the honor Hi
The second Saturday of November
of opening the season with the game
set for Saturday, September 19. Cor- will be a red letter day In football.
nell follows close on their heels with Princeton opens the new Palmer Methe game against Ursinus on the fol- morial Stadium with the Yale game;
lowing Wednesday, and on the suc- Cornell goes to Ann Arbor to play
Yalo, Michigan and Carlisle to Chicago to
ceeding Saturday Harvard,
Princeton, Pennsylvania, Dartmouth face the strong and spectacular Notre
and a host of other elevens in various Dame eleven. Harvard has Brown
parts of the country swing into action. as an opponent ; Syracuse and Colgate
Illinois and Chicago meet In
fcrly In October the middle western
9.45 for this $15.00 Bed.
and southern university teams don their annual conflict; Pennsylvania
moleskin and from all points of the and Dartmouth do likewise, while Vlr- n'a end Svnnhmore; Wesleyan aud
compass will come the tcund or tha i
ding pigskin and the clash, cf tackier Trinity, Watiiiagton and Oregon and
a Fcore of other big games round oat
and runner.
Before the month closes the premier the day.
The football classic of tho year will
elevens of the country will begin to
meet foes worthy of their best efforts be rlayed'the following SaturdayJIo-v- f
and
H and the season will be at its height mber 21, when the teams of Yalemarfe
The schedule for the middle Saturday Harvard meet. Unusual features
of October is typical of the Increasing this game, for It will serve as the dediactivity. Carlisle plays Pittsburgh; cating attraction of Yale's new stadAmherst meets Trinity; Princeton fac- ium, generally termed "The Bowl," a
es Lafayette;
Chicago lines up depressed circular structure built to
$14.85 for this $22.50 Bed.
against the State University of Iowa; accommodate 60,000 spectators. DartOregon will oppose Washington State; mouth and Syracuse play at Boston;
Wlsconson and Purdue clash, and tho Lehigh faces Lafayette; Chicago and
United States Naval Academy will es- Minnesota clash; Wisconsin and Illi
tablish a precedent by Journeying to nois are opponents and many other
Philadelphia to play the Unverslty of games feature the day. The Cornell- Pennsylvania match is the premier atPetnsylvania eleven.
From this date on the big games fol traction in the east on Thanksgiving
low rapidly. Saturday, October 2i, Day, but.:Other sections have equally
finds among other prominent contests; interesting games. Notre Dame plays
Htrvard vs. Pennsylvania State; Cor Syracuse In the latter college's stadnell vs. Brown; Precinton vs. Dart ium; Virginia and North Carolina meet
mouth;!' Chicago vs. Purdue; Michi at Richmond; Vanderbilt and the Unigan vs. Syracuse; Pennsylvania vs. versity of the South at Nashville and
$15.65 for this $24.50 Bed. All other
Carlisle; Williams vs. Trinity, and Louisiana and Tulane at New Orleans.
off for this week.
Brass Beds at
The season closes with the Array-Yale vs. Washington and Jefferson.
The final Saturday of the month will Navy game at Washington on the folwitness the biggest intersectional lowing Saturday, and the game be
TUC DnOCMTUnl FOBIITOBE
MIL IIUOlinilttL
COMPAHY
game of the season when Michigan tween the two United States training
plays Harvard at Cambridge. Other academies Is expected to take an add
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
sections, however, will not be lacking ed plcturesqueness in Its capital setin feature contests for Cornell and ting. For years those who are most
Holy Cross play at Ithaca, Chicago and Interested in giving this contest a real
sanction and atmoWsconsin at Madison; Carlisle and governmental
Syracuse at Buffalo; Dartmouth and sphere have sought to have the game
Amherst at Hanover; Prinoeton and between the soldiers and sailors, played
Williams at Princeton, Notre Dame at Washington. Philadelphia, Prince
ard Haskell Indians in North Dako ton and New York have all entertained
ta; Vanderbilt and Virginia at Nash the Army and Navy corps and It Is a
ville; Yale and Colgate at New Haven fitting climax to a most unusual anJ
and Pennsylvania and Swarthmore at spectacular season that this game ba
played at the nation's capital.
Philadelphia.
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POSSIBILITIES OF
THE GRIDIRON
SEASON

BEGINNING
COLLEGES ALREADY
TO PLAN! FOR FOOTBALL
CAMPAIGN

Quality!
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Not

a dime on the
Cigarettes, but
don't look for premiums or
coupons, as the cost of the
tobaccos in them prohibits
their use.

STAKE

Premiums
New York, Aug. 10. Spectre-lik- e,
football Is Beginning to stalk baseball.

Although the prospective pennant
winners and world's championship
contenders are .yet in. the making the
gridiron game Is barely a month away.
Coaches and candidates for the eleven
are studying the rules anew, and soon
the tackling dummy will tremble and
sway under the clutch of the eager
plaver. for on Saturday, September 19
the initial call to mimic conflict will
sound and from that day until the
first Saturday of December football
will rise and wane In Its short bat
active reign.
Viewed from every angle the ap- pioaching season promises to be a
moEt remarkable and record breaking
period in the gridiron sport. More than
2.000 college and high schools are
scheduled in the east, south and mid
dle west, and contests are to be played
on every day except Sunday during the
f
months of the foottwo and
ball cycle.
Not In number of games alone 13
the coming season depending for Its
one-hal-
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"Will you deign to ne reasonable?"
he begged. "Let us keep to the sub-

IMPOSSIBLE BOY

ject. It is essential to our cause that
we appear as the best of friends as
brother and sister."
"In public, yes since you insist,"
she interrupted, "but when we are
alone there is no need to maintain the
farce. You have no right whatever to
lay hands upon me. It is a breach of

trust"

$

ILLUSTRATIONS
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SYNOPSIS.

nrake a test. Accordingly be sprang
his mine almost Immediately.
CHAPTER Th
open road. Ttro
"Do you know that Pedro is here toLad th dancing br. Mr. JonM. prehe asked, watching Blaume
m
tefHn
young
night?"
from
tramp
print
ambition to become closely aa he put the Question.
lady's purs. P1ro,
mm
nun
10
qun
gpura
palmer
Blaume had never heard the name
trolling Dear aaucera.
but judging from the other's
before,
OU Nlta anfl the
CHAPTER
tone
the person referred to was
that
new
r
torn.
ar trainer atart for
man one with whose accomplishments it
n
lota a portrait for a
tnonl fnr the company. was
proper to be familiar, he simufTha lady of the purse adventure sees
lated knowledge,
painting aa she passes.
"You don't say so!" he exclaimed InMiss Tris
York.
CHAPTER ni-N- ew
terestedly. "Where is he?"
lov-- r.
her
artisf
with
Vandorpool quarrels
"Down there talking to De Bush."
Sam Hill, and they part. She discovers In her father's disk a portrait replied Pell, confirmed in the idea that
which she recognizes as that of Pedro, he had hitherto overlooked a celebrity.
who rescued her from the
"That young fellow?" cried Blaume.
CHAPTER IV Hill, the despondent
I'd no Idea he was such a kifll"
In
"Why,
Mr.
Jones
and
mw
ts Pedro
lover,
"Nor I," replied Pell.
fyvnshlngton square. They dine together.
Hill discovers talent In Pedro's drawings
Whereby Pedro became famous.
and in a mad dcnire to lose himself,Ingives
his studio and all In It to Pedro
At that particular moment he was
ohange for Mr. Jonua.
a promise from the great
extracting
s
i CHAPTER
V Pedro occupies run
to
man
come
and see his work, with a
the
on
Utudio
sculptor,
ligh,Blah naUInir In view to giving a regular criticism.
,
... A and calls
The
wun
iciier irtiiu t,ill
jcip..,, two men,
return. In tho alley bumps into
sheer audacity of the request was
one of whom is Reginald Vanderpool,
probably what obtained the desired
Iris' father. In disguise.
consent. Such a thing, in such a way,
. , . nTr'T, T T irnmlarnnnl'l
nnmnan... C11...C.
Bush be
the basement of Hill s studio had never been asked of De
with Klcardo, or Rowe. tho fore. But Pedro had smiled, and hie
tbasement tenant, of a conspiracy against earnest starlike eyes had done the
Vanderpool,
;
government.
foreign
hold. Is rest When Pell and Blaume aplover whom Rove has a secret
her child,
and
Daussa
Itmrlicated. Senora
proached them, tho famous painter
(supposedly dead in an uprising, Rows and the
youthful one were chatting
(knows to be alive.
old friends which Pell Instantlike
the
I
entrance
CHATTER VII Pedro gains
fto an artist s meeting at Milllgan's, meets ly assumed them to be. The boy's lack
llrls again, makes many friends andnewa- - of timidity, and frank delight in his
unconsciously a subject for
new master's talk, charmed De Bush,
(paper copy.
who was too well accustomed to that
'
"Yes, that's Don flrmtgan," rep.led loneliness which is the fate often
not In the least forced upon the mighty by an
(tLie man, seemingly
The shaggy head
public.
surprised at finding a guest who was
Ignorant of the host's name. "He sure was raised In leonine majesty to greet
lis a nice little fellow a corker, Don the reporter.
"My young friend here has just been
Is. Not a bad painter, either, though
Ihe's never dono as good work Blnce telling" me that he Is occupying Sam
lie's married. Can't, of course. They Hill's studio," said De Bush. "Hill is
have' a kid, you see, and they've got to going to be away for a year. We shall
live. His wife's a wonder. Ask any miss him at the Players."
"Will you be here all winter?" Pell
of the boys I That's Bell over there,
inquired of Pedro.
talking to Gester, the sculptor."
"And the tall man with the so sadly
"Yee," said he.
"What, in particular, are you going
drooping necktie?" Inquired Pedro,
"Talking to Heskall's wife? That's to paint in America?" continued the
& bum poet named Mcholls."
reporter. Whereat the innocent and
And so he rattled on, saying the unsuspecting Pedro launched into an
names bo familiar to himself, so sug- enthusiastic explanation of some of
gestive of success, eo otherwise mean- his pet theories.
In the midst of these he spied Iris
ingless to Pedro, who never looked
twice at anything unless It were ex- - (for the moment seated alone) and, ex
optionally
good, and consequently cuslng himself, he made his way
1 card
most of these names for the toward her. As soon as hie back was
l rst time.
turned, Pell pulled out his note-boo"By the way, what are you?" asked and began making Jottings.
"Said he knew Leigh well. Hum
tire man, abruptly breaking off his
friend of De Bush. Great stuff, thiB!
l onologue.
Wonder why I never heard of him be
"Painter," replied Pedro.
"I'm on the Sun," said the man fore!" he muttered, writing rapidly.
"Theodore Pell is my name. Not here Then he slipped into his overcoat, and
to do this party, though. AH friends left hurriedly.
Meanwhile Pedro resumed his little
of mine here. Wouldn't be such a rotter, you know. What's your name?" flirtation, quite unconscious that Iris
"I am Pedro," said the other with had been watching him all evening
em h quiet assurance that the reporter with an increasing disturbance of the
made no comment, and searched his heart. How romantic, how charming
memory frantically, trying to place a a figure he appeared to her, he could
artist of that name. The not guese; nor that the game he
toy spoke as if he said, "I am Sar- played so lightly was already in fair
gent." Who the devil could he be?
way to become a serious matter in her
There was a slight commotion at the mind. She gave him her address and
lower doorway, and a splendid old asked him to lunch with her next day.
man entered.
"Madonna lady, I will be there!" he
"Why, there Is Rives De Rush!" ex-- , said, as be helped her into her car
claimed Pell. "Didn't know he came riage.
itiere!"
Then he closed its door and allowed
"Ah! the great one!" cried Pedro. her to be whirled away, as she sat
'"I must speak to him."
very erect, with glowing cheeks. To
And without further apology he herself she was whispering with fast- irushed off, leaving the still greatly beating heart, "Have I found my
puzzled reporter staring after him and Ideal?".
Pedro gazed after the smart broughrepeating, "Pedro, Pedro one of the
i.ew Spaniards, I suppose."
am, laughed slightly, frowned, snapped
While still debating the matter, and his fingers and said:
"What's the
(frowning over It, be was Joined by a harm?"
friend who was a writer and
This youth wae named
CHAPTER VIII.
Blaume, and came nearer to resembling the Greek gods than do the genOf Revolutionary Savor.
eral run of young gentlemen nowthe cab into which the
Meanwhile,
was
He
rather
of
conscious
adays.
who had fainted had been carried,
lady
acthis, and also prided himself on
and which Pedro had seen drive away
quaintance with, or knowledge of. from
Milllgan's door before he gained
entrance there, was halted after it had
gone less than three blocks, and the
directions that had been given before
the assembled guests, changed to that
of a little unknown cafe opposite Central park, and some five miles uptown.
Without protest at the distance, or
even exacting the promise of a larger
fare, the cabby obeyed the order; the
cab was wheeled about and headed
northward.
Inside, against the cushioned wall
Senora Daussa had laid her head, her
cheeks pale, but her wide dark eyes
showing that she had returned to consciousness. She was a beautiful woman of that rare type, a blonde Spaniard
(than which there is no fairer), .and
although Bhe was close to forty years
of age, her Blender graceful figure and
erect carriage made her appear younger. To the man beside her, Bhe
seemed the very Incarnation of loveliness, as Indeed she had always appeared in his eyes. He made a little
u
f ii
it
motion, as if to caress her, but Instead
of responding, she shrank back from
him silently.
"Madame, you must not sing in public again! It is very charming, but too
"If It Was Only to Be Unkind, Why conspicuous," he said In Spanish. "You
Did You Rescue Me Just Now?" Ha must not sing when we are in public."
She replied In the eauie language.
Asked.
"You must not try to touch me again
viost of the
creative peo- when we are alone."
ple of two continents. At his approach
Impatiently he dropped his bands
bu idea occurred to Pell: He would to his sides.
I--
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"Forgive me," he answered quite
humbly, "I forget sometimee, because
you drive me mad especially when I
waits with you as tonight Carmen,
it is not without reason that I have
served yon these many years; you
must you do know that it is because
I love you! And this being constantly
together, though it has not made my
plight less hopeless, has not made it
easier to endure."
"I did not mean to seem ungrateful,
Rlcardo," she answered softly, p
thetlcally even. 'Indeed, I know you
serve me well, and why but let us
drop this too painful subject I can
never be anything to you but a friend,
and so It 1b better to keep away from
speech of such things as can only
cause us both pain. I like you well;
that, at least, you know. Did I not
dance with you tonight? I darced with
no one else but you!"
"Yes!" he said through his teeth.
"But it must not ocour again. It Id
too conspicuous, I tell you! We shall
be observed too closely, and then
trouble!"
She was silent for a moment at this;
then :
"If you do not wish me to be noticed,
why do you make me go about with
you at times? It is seldom enough
that I go; but I would willingly stay
at home altogether, and leave the
quest in your hands alone."
"Listen, Carmen," said he; "I shall
again explain. We must appear nor
ma! people It is indispensable, be
lieve me! What would seem stranger
than that you should never leave your
rooms? The minute that anyone does
the least unusual thing he begins to
attract attention and suspicion. Those
who appear normal and uninteresting
pass unnoticed. Believe me, I am do
ing all in my power to locate your
lover. With your almost total lack of
English, it would be an impossible
task for you. Truly, I am beginning to
think that he may be paet finding."
Her voice was chilled by the force
of control which she put upon herself
as she replied:
"I have but one reason for thinking
that."
"Which is?" he queried, peering anxiously at her through the gloom.
"My letters 1" she said hoarsely.
"Why does he not answer them? Do
they not reach him? And if not, for
what reason?"
"I cannot imagine," said he. "As you
know, I have myself carried them to
the poet with every care."
"You are kind to me, Rlcardo," she
said gently, laying her hand upon his
in sudden gratitude.
In an inRtant he had seized her hand
and covered it with burning kisses.
Moaning, she snatched it away and
drew back, shivering, into her corner.
"I I will leave you!" she cried.
"You torment me more than I can en
dure. It is not fair. I will go, and
somehow, I will manage for myself."
"You cannot go!" he Bald, forcing
her to desist "There is something
else. Do you know where we are
bound tonight? Ah, there is a matter
on foot of deeper import than you
have guessed; and if you leave me
now, you will ruin us. The matter to
which I refer, and upon which we are
abroad tonight, concerns our dear
country. More I cannot say at present, but I know that this much will be
sufficient to your patriotic soul."
"I will stay, Ricardo," she replied,
startled by his lntensenese. "Indeed,
I can do nothing else. As you say, I
have no money, no English; how could
I go? But promise me, swear once
again that no matter what affair may
be engrossing you what politics, what
secret that you will not cease to
search for him."
VI swear," said he eagerly.
"For him, and for that other, even
more dear," she added, her eyes wide
and luminous.
"And the other," he repeated.
As though satisfied she leaned back
wearily, and closed her eyes.
At last they approached a tiny wood
en building only a single story in
height, that stood upon a corner. It
bore the words, Summer Garden, in a
great gilt sign upon its slanting roof
edge. That guests etlll lingered in
side was evidenced by the warm light
streaming through the opaque glass of
the crooked little windows, and by the
presence beside the curb of two cabs
without drivers, the wretched horses,
blanketed but cold, waiting in patient
misery.
To these waiting ones, Rowe's cab
was added, and the driver, descending
from the box, opened the door and

peered within.
"You'd better come quickly, Rlcardo," he said. "It's getting late, and
Mike won't stay open all night."
The lady gave a little cry of surprise
and grasped her companion's arm
Evidently the intrusion of the cabby
was unexpected by her.
"Who is it?" she gasped.
"Look close; it is Sancho, can't you
see?" said Rowe. "He is here on that
matter of which I spoke. There are
other friends inside, and I beg that
you will enter for a moment, so they
may see that you are alive and well.
Your welfare means much to them."
"Sancho In America!" the lady repeated as though dazed. "Have you
any news?" Bhe then asked eagerly.
"Come inside, gracious one," said
the driver.
,
She arose to obey.
"Keep your cloak well .about you,

her
commanded Rov, e, as he
to alight. "I have brought you bore
because it is not safe for them to come
to us. There Is a reward out for
Sancho, even now."
They crossed the pavement and en
tered the little hut Inside were set
eral rooms, for the place was mor
rambling than appeared from the
front; and after a quick greeting of
the
Irishman behind the
bar, they crossed the sanded floor to
a smaller apartment beyond. As soon
as the door had closed behind them,
the lady, clasping her hands fearfully,
glanced from one to the ottier of the
men in manifest anxiety.
"What word have you, Sancho?" she
asked of the driver. Before replying
the man glanced at Rowe, as if for In
Btructions.
Almost imperceptibly thr
latter shook his head without beinf
woman.
observed by the white-face"None," said Sancho, "except tba
we are almost certain that he is stir
alive; our own government, in fact
nae communicated with him recently.'
"Come!" said Rowe roughly. "Yoi
are not to talk, madame. The walls
nave ears. Keep silent, I beg. Wt
cannot remain here all night, and '
itve business of importance in th
other room. Pardon If we leave yor
?or a moment. You are perfectly safe."
Then, beckoning to Sancho, the;
ieft closing the door with care.
"la she with us?" apked the latter p
soon aa they were outside. Rowe avoli
ed meeting his eyee as he spoke.
"Certainly," said he. "Did you gei
the reports that the government sen1
him last? It is close on two month?
since we have cornered one. Did yov
get those that were sent to him in tht
country?"
"No," replied tlio other. "I have
been trying to see you to tell you, but
I met with an accident and have been
laid up with a broken leg, and I dared
not write. Tonight is the first time I
have been out, and I only came in response to your urgent note. I failed to
get the last ones. The daughter wae
bringing them from the post office, and
I tried to snatch them from her, when

Bhe OPTIC
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND UTS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

rosy-cheeke- d
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CHAPMAN

COLUMN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night In
A. M. Regular communication first And O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor

ten month. Visiting dially welcome. J. c. Werta, president;

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

TOR

RATE8

ADVER-

cordially in J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
Treasurer.

M., H. 8. Van

vited. Guj M. Cary. W.
Petten. Secretary,

KNIGHT8
Flvs cents per line tch Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to line.
No sd to occupy lata space than two
All advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of ware's.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
Reg-31iul-

CIL

earth

OF COLUMBUS, COUN
NO. 804. Meets second and
Thursday In O. R. C halL

conclave second Tues-de- Pioneer building. Visiting members
In each month at Ma- are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
y

10CAL TIME CA80I

Regular convo
cation first Monday in each
month at Masonic Temple
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- No.
No.
tary.

AL ARCH MASONS

I.

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

No.
No.

NUMnrn.

optics

4. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth stseet All visiting
brethren cordially Invited to attend.
J. Friedenstlne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
PIAXO for rent 417 Eighth street
V. O.: T. M. Elwood, Secretary: Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping Cemetery Trustee,
rooms. Mrs. M. Howell, 721 Fourth
street. Phone Main 348.
B. p. O. ELK 8 Meets second and

For Rant

East Bound
Arrive
7:20 p. m

I..,.
."... 11:54
I.... 2:25

fourth Tuesday evening of each
furnished month Elks" home on NinO street 3
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring1
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
FOR SALE One black saddle mare,
also good for driving. Willie Goke, KNIGHTS AND
LADIES OF SECUR905 National avenue.
ITY, COUNCIL No, 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies
always welcome. O. L. FreeWANTED A girl for housework. Ap
Miss Cora Montague,
man,
President;
ply 322 Grand avenue.
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
WANTED General housework in pri Deputy,
Assistant Deputy, 1011
vate home. Wide experience. Call Montague
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. U.
El Dorado Hotel.

for Salo

a. m
1:35 p. m
West Bound

II...
1....

I....
7....
I....

ror
'f his

GEO. H. HUNKER

a bear

6. LEWIS

Osteopathic Physician
Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p.
Residence Phone Main 384
Office

MONUMENT

JONES-BOWER-

B.

13
A.

m.

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.
W. W. BOWERS
JONES

WITH INTENT TO KILL
Santa Fe, Aug. 10. To be extradit
ed from Arizona to New Mexico only
be taken to Texas on. a requisition
was the fate of Bird and Snide Riley
wanted In Quay county on a charge of
as&ault with intent to kill. They were
located at Solomonville, Arizona, and
brought back to New Mexico by Deputy Sheriff Jefferson Woodard of
However, the young men
vere wanted in Texas on the charge
of stealings cattle and horses and Sher
iff Baccus of Cottle county and Sher
iff Campbell of Ford county, took them
back to Texas thus saving New Mex
ico the cost and trouble of a trial.

i
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mm
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It i giving you
a present for do'
ing something
you d do wiy
way when you
learn how Much

Belter EMPRESS

FLOUR redb

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
RRiMRt vmi

rue

V

SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS'
AA
STANDARD

S.

FROM WATERMELONS

SILVER
Watermelons
I PLATE
that are being grown on 3,000 acres are
I BEAUTIFUL
I FRENCH
to be manufactured Into vinegar, for
tREY(STER- which the plant Is going up now. The
LING) FINISH
factory will employ 20 hands and will
anturn out 300,000 gallons of vinegar
. 'V
LMPKLS5
nually besides table and commercial
oils, pickles, preserves, syrups and
can be ok- stock food. Two 125 horse power
Jrora
boilers are being installed besides at g tained in this city
125 horse power engine.
Aug.

10.

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

CHARGED

the
Summer Months Foley Cathartic
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
Constipation
It does beat all how quickly Foley
Cathartic Tablets liven your liver and
overcome constipation. Ney Oldham,
Wimberley, Texas,, says. "Foley Cathartic Tablets are the best laxative
I ever used.
They take the place of
calomel."
Wholesome, stirring and
W. T. Greene, Hopkinton, N. II., cleansing. No griping. A comfort to
v rites the following letter, which wiil stout persons. O. O. Schaefer and Red
interest every one who has kidney Cross Drug Co. Adv.
trouble. "For over a year, Mrs. Greene
hfd been afflicted with a very stub-tor- n
FIRE At TUCUMCARI
kidney trouble. Foley Kidney
Tucumcari, Aug. 10. The gasoline
Pills done more to complete her re can used to light a fire was responcovery than any medicine she has ta sible for the destruction of the house
ken and I feel It my duty to recom of George Evans, occupied by Mr. an1
mend them." O- - G. Schaefer and Red Mrs. Patton. But few of the contents
of the house were saved.
Cross Drug Co. Ad.

aV

a

FLOUR

Tlsltlni
Montague, Local Deputy.
members are especially weleone and
cordially Invited.

Myndus,

DR. ADELAIDE

.

EMPRESS

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O, R. C. hall, on the
second and fourth
Tuesdays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.

VINEGAR

a

1:81 . i
6:49 a
4:39 .
7:99 a. tt

9

Attorney-at-La-

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

r.

elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

Meets second and
fourth
evening eacb
Thursday
. hall.
Visiting
LOST An amethyst and pearl pin. month at W. O.
Finder return to 1029 Seventh brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
street. $5 reyard.

"Is She With Us?" Asked the Latter.

;

.

Deiart

1:10 p. m
(:35 a. m
4:20 p. m
9:35 p. m

L. O. O. MOOSE

Dentist
Dental work of cny description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phon
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411

m

p

Wanted

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dean
7:46
11:51
2:39
2:01

Arrive
No,
No.
No,
No.

FOR RENT Two room
house. Phone Main 351.

lost1

a wild thing sprang out of
the bushes, and I made off without getting them."
The two crossed the tiny corridor
and entered the main room again, going directly to where a group of men,
five in all, were seated about a corner
table.
These persons all appeared to be
artisans of some sort, and by their
dress, none too prosperous. All, however, knew Rowe, although they gave
him no special greeting. Leaning over
In their midst, he spoke quickly in a
low voice, again using Spanish.
"The senora is here," he said, "and
has pledged herself to our cause, as I
promised you she would do. She will
receive you all in token of her pledge,
but do not talk too much to her, as she
is ill, having fainted earlier in the
evening, and is also agitated at this
adventure. She has come to you, as
you see, at great risk to her reputation. Let us spare her as much as
possible."
There were murmurs of assent, and
Yznaga, who was one of the men,
spoke up.
"There are some astlmates," he said,
"which I brought this evening. We
can secure a fat bit of graft from the
Maxman Arms company, as well as
getting the inventory as soon as he
pays for it."
"Have you them here?" said Rowe.
"Let me see."
"Yes," replied the man, fumbling
about in his breast pocket "Here they
are. Sit down a minute and look at
them. We shall all have to go directly
we have seen her. Mike will be closing
up."
With quick Interest Rowe spread the
documents, a martial list of rifles and
ammunition, upon the table, and ax
once all seven heade were bent over
them, the talk sinking to a humming,
scarcely audible three feet away.
(To b continued tomorrow)

C. H. Bally,

t,000 lbs., or Mors, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Iba, to 1,000 lbs. Each Dsllvsry
60 lbs, to 206 lbs., Each Delivery
Lits than 5t lbs. Each Delivery
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Have you gviest from out of town?
Did yovi entertain yovir friends?
Have yoi en item of interest ?
Do you want
information
dvnce
on the happenings of the day?
Telephone the editorial

room"
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ecve you property for sale?
Do you want work or help?

Heve you lost something?
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WIGHT

LOCAL NEWS

PEACHES FOR PRESERVING

10, 1914.

MONDAY, AUGUST

BEAR INVADES OPTIC

SATURDAY'S

i

S1.00

Light

WE HAVE

PER
BOX

Economy

fkmtjw

Cat.
Quart

GET YOUR ORDER IN EARLY

Masons
i--

1- -2

o'clock

2

Pint

automobile lamps at
this evening.

7:30

MARKET

Club breakfast
Romaine. Adv.

JELLY GLASSES
STONE JARS AND CROX '

every

Hotel

day.

fresh fruits and

vegeta bles on

the market.

Jack Fink has entered the employ
ol the Rosenthal Furniture company
as a salesman!

CALIFORNIA PEACHES

marriage license was issued to
Simon Itobal and Esmeralda Ortega
at the : court house this morning.
Both are residents of El Porvenlr.
A

Extra large and fancy Ferrstones,

:

&e

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Kaynolds, Vice President.
H allot Reynolds, Cashier..

FIRST NATIONAL BAM
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M,

Capi.al, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

l

BAKER

more pictures
Any one wanting
from plates taken this summer by
Robinson, leave orders at Troy be
drafted Into the army. He applied
Slack or Joe. Phone Vegas
the court house in this city sevat
346
Adv.
eral years ago for citizen's papers and
as the time required in taking out
Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Rogers have
these certificates of Amercan citizenmoved In the house at 903 Third
street Mr. Rogers is one of the new ship is up he is anxious to get them
and avoid having to serve in the
professors at the New Mexico Normal French
army.
University.
Bob

hotel.

The regular monthly meeting of the
Ladies' Aid society of the Methodist
church will be held: at the home of
Mrs. Quigley, 912 Jackson vanue, to
morrow, afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. All
members are requested to be present

A. M.

Adler today shipped his

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
At

lbe Home of the Best of Everyttalng Eatable

CHASE & SANBORN'S

R. R.

r,

TEAS

and COFFEES

We are Sole Agents.

jlllEGRMUH

AWARD

CO. STORE

TO HONOR

Shet-

world-famou-

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

A

INVENTOR

V Alii u

YOUR

EXTRA

TIRE.
WE HAVE THEM.

I
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Try.

E

SPECIAL ORDERS
FOR

G

SPECIAL

A

COLORS

MOTOR CAR CO.
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NOW IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY

II

IV'e are closing

out our
IV
stock of tents of thh seaso

VvV

All at

For
Cash

Cost
NOTE THESE PRICES
$12.50 10x12 Tenls $8.30

J,

$10.00 8x10 Tents $7.00

And So On.
& SON-

G JOHNSEN

"Complete

GRAND CIRCUIT MEET
Kalamazoo, Mich., Aug. 10. Nearlv
al lof the fast horses that are follow
ing the line this summer are at Re

creation park for the five-dagrand
circuit race meeting, which had its
opening this afternoon. The track is
in excellent condition and with favor-al.le weather the meet promises to be
a big success. The Horseman and
Spirit of Times futurities are to be
raced during the week. The futurities
have a combined guaranteed value of
old
?15,000, and are for twotyear

l

1

S

Paterson, N. J., Aug. 10. The
Kl
of commerce of this city has indorsed a project to raise the first submarine boat, from beneath the river
bed here, where it has lain for nearly
15 years, and to place It on exhibition
A
as a permanent memorial to the Inventor, the late John Holland. While
teaching school here in 1897 Holland
tested his first submarine boat sinking it in the Passaic river just above
the Passaic Falls. The test "was suc
cessful, but the, original boat was left
at the bottom of the river. Holland
completed his invention at Elizabeth- port, N. J., and lived to see it adopts
by the United States navy.

land pony to Rosweli by Wells Fargo
and Company express. Mr. Adler has
had the pony ln; his possession for
many years and he was a familiar
eight about the street of the city.

Santa Fe train No. 10 was several
hours
late today on account of wash-ot- s
Larkin was struck by lightning. The
on the coast lines near Winslow,
bolt jumped from the clouds to the
Ariz..
chimney and then through the house.
No damage was done and no one was
The Modern Woodmen of America
injured, but the people in the house
hold their regular meeting towill
at Jhe time were badly frightened.
morrow evening In O. R. C. hall. All
Charles !, Fraker, a druggist of members are requested to be present
as there is Important business to be
Wagon Mound, was taken before justice of the peace Frank Lujan at that transacted.
place Saturday and fined $30 and the
PARLIAMENTS
ADJOURNS
costs for Belling liquor without license
10.
On
London,
Aug.
moving th9
one
is
and it is said that this
only
of the many arrests and fines that are adjournment of the house of commons
to be imposed on law breaking drug- for a fortnight, Premier Asquith this
evening intimated he was hopeful that
gists in the future.
in the interval he might be able to
The E. Romero Irose and Fire com- make proposals regarding Irish hom
rule which would meet with something
pany has purchased a team of
like a general acquiescence In the
on
used
horses
to
be
fire
their
bay
wagon. This team is the finest ever solution of the question.
raised in Mora county .according to
the man from whom the horses were MYSTERY PICTURE AT BROWNE
The management of the Browne
purchased. They will u" called Pat
and Loui and the driver of the com- tlif.ater is now in position to offer its
them in patrons the genuine treat of the seapany will begin breaking
son. In that it has secured for tonight
right away.
s
"Shadow of
only, the
the
Cross"
A letter was received this morning
mystery.
The "Shadow of the Cross" Is the
by Ludwig llfeld from Romaine Fielding, who was In this city last summer. celebrated oil painting of Christ that
To the effect that he had been order is visible Pn absolute darkness.an.l,
ed to return to the main Lnibin factory despite the fact that the exhibit has
at Philadelphia to prepare to go to extensively toured the United States
Europe to take scenes of the conflict and Europe during the past 14 years,
now going on between the countries and been examined by the scientific
men of those countries, none yet has
of Europe.
been able to explain the strange phenTh Fraternal Brotherhood lodge of omenon.
Las Vegas left on train No. 1 for
The complete volume of history on
Santa Fe to install a new lodge of the "Shadow of the Cross" distinctly
this order at that place, which was states that the artist Henry Hammond
organized by T. A Dlmond and wife, Ahl, by reason of having unconscioussupreme organizers for the state. The ly accomplished the strange phenom- following officers and members are erion of this picture, and his inability
in attendance: J. N. Cook, J. T. Buh-le- to produce another that would show
Thomas McEvans, Frank Fitch, an effect In the darkness, became inJohn E. Trahey, Ed N,. Hanson, Eu- sane, and was committed to an insane
gene Thornhill, Hugh Trainer, Mrs. asylum in- - Lowell, Mass., where he
Myrtle Wean, Mrs. J. N. Cook, Miss died about eight years ago.
Maud Russell, Mrs. Ethel Buhler, Miss
The exhibit is now enroute to the
Eva Cook, Mrs. Malonel, Miss Marie rnnama-Pacifi-c
exposition, thence" to
Martin, Miss Australia, N.ew Zealand and Tasmania
Maloney, Miss Edith
Myrtle E. Keene, Mrs, Lydia Keene,
Frank S. Gibbs.
BARGAIN

Iast night the residence of

,,,1

L

Do-ra-

AND

tonight

Than Air"
but lighter are tbe bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
? 3 l i
sack of It apd see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but is worth
more as no other to fully
equal to It Order a sack

GROCER

WILL PRESERVE

E

be-hin-

,

HIE DA VIS
THE OA.SH GROCER
Not "Heavier

JOHN B. YOfflf

Owing to the fact that all officers
of the Fraternal Brotherhood are in
Santa Fe this evening installing a
new lodge no meeting will be held

Was

Pound

The office of The Optic was Invaded
by a real live bear this morning and
straightaway the editorial interest in
the war In Europe subsided. Not even
the
peace of Mexico;
not even the reduction of the price of
beer, could allay certain apprehension
that gathered in the neighborhood of
the terrible seat of the mighty blue
Bruin Insisted on curling up
pencil..
under the desk of the sanctum, and
the sanctor let him..
Earlier In the day he escaped from
his lawful owners and when recaptur-e- J
d
was placidly licking his chops
the bar of a local saloon.
The bear Is Exhibit A In the traveln
ing party headed by Jimmy Jerry
and Edward Gilson, two browned
and happy youths headed from San
Francisco to New York in a schoontr
(perhaps that Is why Mr. Bar likes
beer) drawn by Mutt and Jeff, two
burros. Other members of the party
are Spareribs and Gravy, also burrora,
and the burroettes Hans and Fritz.
The lads and the bear and the burros are 'billed at the Vegas theatr
tonight.

We have all the

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

STEARNS' STORE.

Per

BUT THERE IS A SUNBURNED LAD
ON THE OTHER END OF
THE CHAIN

Old Taylor WhlsRey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Gal.

Quart
Pint

A TIRE CASE

T
H

SANGTMNGTOHIP

2S33S3E3SsE

Furnishers

of

the

-

Home."

y

trotters,'

three-yea-

r

old

trotters

ami

three-yea- r
old pacers. The total value
of stakes and purses offered at the
meeting is nearly $50,009.

PHOTOGRAPH
FIESTA
Aug. 10. Colonel Ralph
e
E. Twltchell will have the moving
TO

ADT
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread.JWchelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski-

ed for

n

the auto.

Santa Fe,

plc-tui-

machine at the Santa Clara fiesta
on Tuesday and will film the ceremo
nials and festivities for the San Diego
exposition. He will be accompanied
by Dr. Edgar L. Hewett The Denver
and Rio Grande railroad has made
a special excursion rate of $1.25 for
the round trip and will hold the afternoon train until 4:30 o'clock for the
accommodation of the excursionists,
thus giving them more than five
hours at the dance. Colonel Twitchell,
this eevning, in the assembly room of
the Old Palace, exhibited the most
superb, colored stereopticon slides
ever seen In this city. They portrayed the Moqul Snake Dance which is
given every August The slides are
part of the ethnological exhibit at the
Sari Diego exposition which will demonstrate to tourists that New Mexico
is a veritable wonderland.

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Oklahoma City, Okla., Aug. 10. The
For sate, 1913 model six cylinder best tennis talent In the state Is repA cablegram wa
received last Chalmers. Practically new; bargain resented In Oklahoma's eighth annual
evening from Father Rabeyrolle in for quick sale. Inquire Wm. Whalen, championship lawn tennis tourna
France asking that the matter of his Las Vegas Auto and Machine Co.
ment, which was opened today on the
naturalization .papers be hurried and Adv.
courts of the Oklahoma City Golf and
then sent to him as the French gov
Country club.. The tournament will
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
ernment Is trying to make him join
continue
until the eqd of the week.
the army that is- - fighting against the
Germans. Rev. Rabeyrolle left for LOST At baseball park, Sunday,
at
WANTED
Clean cotton ragt
spectacles. Return to Harvey Souse. OnMc oftlc
France some time ago on a vacation
Reward.
Trip and has arrived there In time to

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

TE
Saved by Using

ALl6

was the Wsi step in lit 3 preliminary
stage of launching a completely new
banking system for this country, the
of consideration in congress
subject
OFFICE
for many years. Officials expect the
transition to be accomplished very
BANKING smoothly and It Is probable that the
LONG CONTEMPLATED
12 reserve banks, authorized by law,
CHANGES ARE INAUGURATwill be open for business within a
ED AT LAST
few weeks.
10.
five
The
Aug.
Washington,
members of the federal reserve board
CRISP OPINION
which will control tne new federal
Santa
Aug. 10. A rather crisp
Fe,
ofbanking system took the oath of
ai.d
Interesting
opinion, written by
and
began
immediately
fice today
V
completing the steps preliminary to Supreme Court Justice Frank,
was
handed
down
new
Parker,
the
of
by
system
today
the actual opening
the supreme court In the case of
oT business.
W. Nonnent of Santa Fe, apJames
A.
Delano,
F.
S.
Hamlin,
Charles
P. G. Harding, Paul M. Warburg and pellee, vs. M. Mandel, treasurer, etc.,
com- of Bernalillo county, brought up from
Adolph C. Miller received their
Bernalillo county, to the appellee. The
President
Wilson,
by
missions, signed
from Secretary McAdoo In his office judgment of the court below Is informed and the practice of handing
where the ceremony took place.
Mr. Hamlin is governor and Mr. De- down pro forma judgments In order to
lano is vice governors The first for-- gain time but casting additional bur
mal meeting will be held Thursday. Men for preliminary research upon the
The taking of office by the board supreme court 1 condemned.
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Everything In Hardware
and Furniture

a
n

Phone Mam 379

Next to Bridge,
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SELF RISING FLOUR
Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

ASK FOR IT

LET US
An Optic Want Ad Will Get

Clean

or Dye

What You Want

yourold

ao

-

Garments.
PLEASE
M
CAN

YOU

Las Vejjas Steam Laundry

,

When You Want It

